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Abstract
This paper presents a robust, adaptive numerical scheme for simulating high density ratio and high shear
multiphase flows on locally refined staggered Cartesian grids that adapt to the evolving interfaces and track
regions of high vorticity. The algorithm combines the interface capturing level set method with a variable-
coefficient incompressible Navier-Stokes solver that is demonstrated to stably resolve material contrast ratios
of up to six orders of magnitude. The discretization approach ensures second-order pointwise accuracy for
both velocity and pressure with several physical boundary treatments, including velocity and traction bound-
ary conditions. The paper includes several test cases that demonstrate the order of accuracy and algorithmic
scalability of the flow solver. To ensure the stability of the numerical scheme in the presence of high density
and viscosity ratios, we employ a consistent treatment of mass and momentum transport in the conservative
form of discrete equations. This consistency is achieved by solving an additional mass balance equation,
which we approximate via a strong stability preserving Runga-Kutta time integrator and by employing the
same mass flux (obtained from the mass equation) in the discrete momentum equation. The scheme uses
higher-order total variation diminishing (TVD) and convection-boundedness criterion (CBC) satisfying lim-
iter to avoid numerical fluctuations in the transported density field. The high-order bounded convective
transport is done on a dimension-by-dimension basis, which makes the scheme simple to implement. We
also demonstrate through several test cases that the lack of consistent mass and momentum transport in
non-conservative formulations, which are commonly used in practice, or the use of non-CBC satisfying lim-
iters can yield very large numerical error and very poor accuracy for convection-dominant high density ratio
flows. Our numerical scheme also uses well-balanced surface tension and gravity force discretizations. In the
hydrostatic limit, we show that the well-balanced formulation mitigates spurious flow currents and achieves
discrete force-balance between the pressure gradient and surface tension or gravity.
Keywords: well-balanced force algorithm, adaptive mesh refinement , staggered Cartesian grid , convective
flux limiters, continuum surface tension force, matrix-free solver , projection method preconditioner ,
monolithic Navier-Stokes solver , level set method
1. Introduction
Incompressible two-phase flows involving liquid and gas at ambient conditions are prevalent in engineering
and natural processes. The high density and high viscosity contrasts in multiphase flows often result in
significant shear at the fluid-fluid interface. This poses a significant challenge in the numerical modeling
of multicomponent flows because of the stiff system of equations arising from the discretization of the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In addition, numerical error accumulation near the highly deforming
interface often leads to catastrophic failure of the scheme. Several multiphase flows are driven by interfacial
forces like surface tension and volumetric forces like gravity; avoiding spurious currents near such interfaces
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requires a consistent and well-balanced discretization of the forces. Despite these difficulties, multiphase flow
modeling has been the subject of extensive research for the past two decades owing to its importance in both
industrial and natural processes.
Several approaches to track the phases of a multiphase flow simulation exist in the literature, the most
prominent being the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method of Hirt and Nichols [1] and the level set method of
Osher and Sethian [2]. The VOF method tracks the volume fraction of each phase in each computational
cell and reconstructs the phase interface in a piecewise fashion from the volume fraction data. The advection
of the VOF-scalar is done though geometric means to ensure strict mass conservation and boundedness of
volume fraction. The disadvantages of VOF method include its non-smooth interface representation and
tedious geometry implementation requirements. On the other hand, the level set method captures the phase
interface by computing a signed distance function. The zero level set of the distance field implicitly defines
the position of the interface. The level set method formulates the geometric problem of distance finding as
a nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equation (PDE) for which established numerical techniques can
be applied. Higher-order hyperbolic PDE discretization methods can enable smooth interface representation
and accurate curvature calculation. The level set method can also lead to spurious mass changes resulting
from the transport and reinitialization of the signed distance function [3]. However, this issue can be
minimized by penalization techniques [4] or by hybridizing the level set method with VOF-like methods, as
done in the mass-conserving level set method (MCLS) [5] and the coupled level set volume-of-fluid methods
(CLSVOF [6], and VOSET [7]). In this work, we use the level set method with sign [8] and subcell [9] fixes
to mitigate spurious changes in the mass of each phase.
A challenging problem that has not received much attention in the multiphase flow literature is the
treatment of large density ratios. The multiphase community has only recently begun to address the funda-
mental cause and resolution of numerical instabilities associated with flows with density ratios on the order
of 100–1000 and greater. Over the past few years, many authors have proposed strategies for mitigating
these instabilities within a wide range of numerical contexts; for example, Li et al. [10] for a moment-of-
fluid method, Vaudor et al. [11] for a staggered grid CLSVOF method, Le Chenadec and Pitsch [12] and
Owkes and Desjardins [13] for sharp interface VOF methods, and Jemison et al. [14] and Duret et al. [15] for
compressible flow solvers, to name a few. Interestingly, some earlier numerical schemes based on the VOF
method, particularly that of Rudman [16] and Bussman [17], were not susceptible to flow instabilities with
large density ratios because of their use of consistent transport schemes for the convective momentum and
VOF-scalar in the discrete set of conservative equations. In the context of the level set framework, in which
geometric information about interface transport is absent, it is difficult to maintain a discrete compatibility
between mass and momentum transport. Raessi [18] and Raessi and Pitsch [19] introduced the first strat-
egy for dealing with high density ratio flows within the level set framework by introducing geometric mass
flux transport. This work has been limited to one- and two-dimensional problems because of the inherent
difficulty of interface reconstruction and geometric transport with level sets. A more elegant solution to this
problem that is easily extended to three spatial dimensions was proposed by Desjardins and Moureau [20]
in the context of structured, staggered-grid Cartesian discretizations, and more recently by Ghods and Her-
rmann [21] for collocated unstructured grids. Instead of constructing piecewise linear interfaces from the level
set field, they suggest solving an additional mass balance equation along with momentum and incompress-
ibility constraint equations. The advantage of this approach is that the same (algebraic) mass flux can be
used in both mass and momentum transport for a given time step, yielding a stable scheme for high density
ratio flows. The level set is transported independently and is only used to synchronize the density field with
level set field at the beginning of each time step. To prevent numerical oscillations in the density field near
the interface, both Desjardins and Moureau [20] and Ghods and Herrmann [21] used first-order upwinding
for density and velocity transport. Doing so, however, produces diffusive flow features and smeared vortices.
A key contribution of this work is to extend their approach to a second-order accurate, bounded scheme.
The resulting method is empirically demonstrated to remain stable even at very high density ratios of 106.
This is achieved in this work by employing a modified version of the third-order accurate Koren’s limited
Cubic Upwind Interpolation (CUI) scheme described by Patel and Natarjan [22]. Koren’s limited CUI is a
total variation diminishing (TVD) and convection-boundedness criterion (CBC) satisfying convective limiter.
The mass equation is integrated using a third-order strong-stability preserving Runge-Kutta time integrator
(SSP-RK3) [23], and the mass flux from the penultimate (second) stage of the SSP-RK3 scheme is used in
the convective operator to maintain discrete compatibility. We also compare the performance of the scheme
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using TVD but non-CBC convective limiters, such as a version of the piecewise parabolic method (PPM),
to CBC limiters like CUI, the Modified Gamma scheme (M-Gamma) [22], and the Flux Blending Interface
Capturing scheme (FCIBS) [24] for convection-dominant high density ratio flows.
More recently Patel and Natarajan [25] used a consistent convective scheme for momentum and algebraic
(i.e., geometric reconstruction-free) VOF transport. Their consistent transport scheme implicitly maintains
the discrete compatibility of the density flux in the mass and momentum equations. Through several ex-
amples, they show that any mismatch between mass and momentum transport results in an inconsistent
scheme and can result in extremely poor accuracy in certain flow scenarios. We remark that this is not the
only way to achieve stabilization for high density ratio flows. For example, Desjardins and Moureau [20]
and Sussman et al. [26] use the ghost fluid method to maintain sharp discontinuities across the interface
within a hybridized level set framework. This approach also requires the use of some velocity extension
algorithm across the phase interface to advect the level set field. Specifically, Sussman et al. [26] use the
higher density fluid’s extrapolated velocity to advect the interface. We do not analyze the stability of sharp
interface methods for high density ratio multiphase flows in this work.
A major challenge in incompressible flow simulation is the treatment of coupled velocity-pressure saddle-
point system. In this work, we solve this saddle-point system in a monolithic fashion (without any time-
splitting approach) using a preconditioned flexible GMRES scheme. We achieve high performance via a novel
preconditioning strategy that combines a local-viscosity preconditioner [27] with a projection method-based
preconditioner introduced by Griffith in the context of constant coefficient problems [28] and extended by
Cai et al. [29] to treat variable coefficient problems. This work extends the uniform grid variable-coefficient
solvers of Cai et al. to locally refined grids. Another difference is that Cai et al. [29] considers the non-
conservative form of equations, i.e, they compute velocity and pressure fields for a given density field. In this
work, because we employ consistent mass and momentum transport with conservative form of equations, we
solve an additional mass balance equation for density evolution. We empirically demonstrate that our spatio-
temporal discretization achieves pointwise second-order accuracy for the velocity, pressure, and density fields
for a variety of boundary conditions. We note that most of the multiphase literature [17, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]
treats the spatially varying viscous operator explicitly, although an implicit treatment has been used by
some authors as well [26, 36, 37]. Because we use a solver strategy that allows us to treat the viscous
operator implicitly, we are able to use a time step size based only on an advective CFL condition. In
the context of a level set framework, the implicit treatment of the viscous terms reduces the frequency of
level set reinitialization without degrading accuracy, which reduces numerical perturbations in the interface
configuration [38].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the continuous and discrete
system of equations in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Next we discuss the projection preconditioner in
Section 4. Software implementation is described in Section 5. Accuracy and scalability results for the
monolithic flow solver are presented thereafter for both conservative and non-conservative discretizations in
Section 6. Finally, two-phase flow examples highlighting the importance of consistent and bounded mass and
momentum transport are presented in Section 7. We also contrast the consistent results against the results
obtained from an inconsistent and non-conservative flow solver. Wherever possible, simulation results from
locally refined grids are presented. Examples demonstrating the well-balanced discretization of the interfacial
surface tension and volumetric gravitational force are also presented. Well-balanced force formulations are
particularly important in the hydrostatic limit, where it helps to mitigate spurious flow currents. This is
achieved through a discrete force-balance between the pressure gradient and interfacial/external forces as
shown by our test cases.
2. The continuous equations of motion
We follow the single fluid formulation [39] for multiphase flows and consider a single viscous incompressible
fluid with spatially and temporally varying density and viscosity occupying a fixed region of space Ω ⊂ Rd.
The equations of motion for the fluid are the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, which in conservative
form are
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∂ρu
∂t
+∇ · ρuu = −∇p+∇ · [µ (∇u +∇uT )]+ f + f s, (1)
∇ · u = 0, (2)
in which x = (x, y) ∈ Ω are the fixed physical Eulerian coordinates, u(x, t) = (u(x, t), v(x, t)) is the fluid
velocity, p(x, t) is the pressure, f(x, t) = (f1(x, t), f2(x, t)) is the momentum body force, f s(x, t) is the
continuum surface tension force, and ρ(x, t) and µ(x, t) are the spatially and temporally varying fluid density
and dynamic viscosity, respectively. Note that the continuity constraint Eq. (2) follows directly from the
conservation of mass equation over the entire domain,
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · ρu = Dρ
Dt
+ ρ∇ · u = 0, (3)
and the incompressible nature of the fluid, which in the Langrangian form can be expressed as DρDt = 0. The
equations of motion can also be cast to non-conservative form by combining Eqs. (1), (2) and (3), so that
ρ
(
∂u
∂t
+∇ · uu
)
= −∇p+∇ · [µ (∇u +∇uT )]+ f + f s, (4)
∇ · u = 0. (5)
Although these forms of the equations are equivalent, direct discretizations of these equations lead to numer-
ical schemes with different properties, as discussed in later sections. Note that the convective term ∇ · uu
in Eq. (4) can also be expressed as u · ∇u using the continuity constraint.
To complete the description of the equations of motion, it is necessary to specify initial conditions for
u, ρ, and µ and boundary conditions on ∂Ω. As described by Griffith [28] for the constant-coefficient case,
in this work we consider three types of boundary conditions: periodic, prescribed velocity, and prescribed
traction.
Finally, suppose that two fluids with differing densities and viscosities occupy the regions in the com-
putational domain Ω0(t) ⊂ Ω and Ω1(t) ⊂ Ω, respectively. The codimension-1 interface between the fluids
Γ(t) = Ω0 ∩Ω1 can be tracked as the zero contour of a scalar function φ(x, t), which is the so-called level set
function [2, 40, 30],
Γ(t) = {x ∈ Ω | φ(x, t) = 0}. (6)
Level set methods are well-suited for tracking interfaces undergoing complex topological changes and are
relatively easy to implement in both two and three spatial dimensions. The density and viscosity in the two
phases are determined as a function of this scalar field by
ρ(x, t) = ρ(φ(x, t)), (7)
µ(x, t) = µ(φ(x, t)). (8)
The discretized form of Eqs. (7) and (8) are defined in Section 3.3 using a regularized Heaviside function.
The signed distance function is passively advected by the incompressible fluid velocity, which in conservative
form reads
∂φ
∂t
+∇ · φu = 0. (9)
One common choice of φ is the signed distance function; however, φ generally will not remain a signed distance
function under advection by Eq. (9). A reinitialization or redistancing procedure is used to maintain the
signed distance property of φ at every time step. When the fluid properties are determined from φ, we need
initial conditions for φ but not for ρ or µ.
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(b) Single grid cell
Figure 1: (a) A staggered-grid discretization of the computational domain Ω. (b) A single Cartesian grid cell on which the
components of the velocity field u are approximated on the cell faces (→, black); the pressure p, and level set φ are approximated
on the cell center (•, black); and the interpolated viscosity is approximated on cell nodes (, green).
3. The discretized equations of motion
This section details the discretizations of the non-conservative and conservative forms of the governing
equations. For notational simplicity, we present the discretized equations in two spatial dimensions. An
extension to three spatial dimensions is straightforward with the exception of the discretization of the viscous
term; the treatment of this term in three dimensions is described in Appendix A. The treatment of physical
boundary conditions in this work follows an approach similar to that of Griffith [28] and is detailed in
Appendix B.
3.1. Basic spatial discretization
This work uses a staggered-grid discretization of the equations of incompressible fluid flow on a rectangular
domain Ω. A Nx ×Ny Cartesian grid covers the physical domain Ω with mesh spacing ∆x and ∆y in each
direction. Without loss of generality, the bottom left corner of the domain is assumed to be situated at the
origin (0, 0). The position of each grid cell center is then given by xi,j =
(
(i+ 12 )∆x, (j +
1
2 )∆y
)
for i =
0, . . . , Nx−1 and j = 0, . . . , Ny−1. For a given cell (i, j), xi− 12 ,j =
(
i∆x, (j + 12 )∆y
)
is the physical location
of the cell face that is half a grid space away from xi,j in the x-direction, and xi,j− 12 =
(
(i+ 12 )∆x, j∆y
)
is
the physical location of the cell face that is half a grid cell away from xi,j in the y-direction. The pressure
is approximated at cell centers and is denoted by pni,j ≈ p (xi,j , tn), in which tn is the time at time step
n. Velocity components are defined at cell faces: un
i− 12 ,j
≈ u
(
xi− 12 ,j , t
n
)
and vn
i,j− 12
≈ v
(
xi,j− 12 , t
n
)
. The
components of the body force f = (f1, f2) are also approximated at x- and y-faces of the staggered grid
cells, respectively. The density and viscosity are approximated at cell centers of the staggered grid and are
denoted by ρni,j ≈ ρ (xi,j , tn) and µni,j ≈ µ (xi,j , tn). In our numerical scheme, these values are interpolated
onto the required degrees of freedom, as needed. Similarly, the phase interface is tracked via the level set
function, which is also defined at cell centers and denoted by φni,j ≈ φ (xij , tn). See Fig. 1. Finally, we note
that it is sometimes convenient to directly approximate the density field on faces of the staggered grid, i.e.
ρn
i− 12 ,j
≈ ρ
(
xi− 12 ,j , t
n
)
and ρn
i,j− 12
≈ ρ
(
xi,j− 12 , t
n
)
, despite it being a scalar quantity; the reasoning behind
this will be made apparent in Sec. 3.5.2.
The staggered-grid finite-difference approximations to the spatial differential operators have been de-
scribed in various prior studies [28, 29, 41, 42]. We briefly summarize them here to complete the description
of the spatial discretization. The divergence D · u of the velocity field u = (u, v) is approximated at cell
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centers by
(D · u)i,j = (Dxu)i,j + (Dyv)i,j , (10)
(Dxu)i,j =
ui+ 12 ,j − ui− 12 ,j
∆x
, (11)
(Dyv)i,j =
vi,j+ 12 − vi,j− 12
∆y
. (12)
The components of the gradient Gp = (Gxp,Gyp) of cell-centered pressure p are approximated at cell faces
by
(Gxp)i− 12 ,j =
pi,j − pi−1,j
∆x
, (13)
(Gyp)i,j− 12 =
pi,j − pi,j−1
∆y
. (14)
The continuous strain rate tensor form of the viscous term is
∇ · [µ (∇u +∇uT )] =
 2 ∂∂x (µ∂u∂x)+ ∂∂y (µ∂u∂y + µ ∂v∂x)
2 ∂∂y
(
µ∂v∂y
)
+ ∂∂x
(
µ ∂v∂x + µ
∂u
∂y
)  , (15)
which leads to velocity coupling in the discretization for variable viscosity flows
Lµu =
[
(Lµu)
x
i− 12 ,j
(Lµu)
y
i,j− 12
]
. (16)
The viscous operator is approximated using standard second-order, centered finite-differences
(Lµu)
x
i− 12 ,j =
2
∆x
[
µi,j
ui+ 12 ,j − ui− 12 ,j
∆x
− µi−1,j
ui− 12 ,j − ui− 32 ,j
∆x
]
+
1
∆y
[
µi− 12 ,j+ 12
ui− 12 ,j+1 − ui− 12 ,j
∆y
− µi− 12 ,j− 12
ui− 12 ,j − ui− 12 ,j−1
∆y
]
+
1
∆y
[
µi− 12 ,j+ 12
vi,j+ 12 − vi−1,j+ 12
∆x
− µi− 12 ,j− 12
vi,j− 12 − vi−1,j− 12
∆x
]
(17)
(Lµu)
y
i,j− 12
=
2
∆y
[
µi,j
vi,j+ 12 − vi,j− 12
∆y
− µi,j−1
vi,j− 12 − vi,j− 32
∆y
]
+
1
∆x
[
µi+ 12 ,j− 12
vi+1,j− 12 − vi,j− 12
∆x
− µi− 12 ,j− 12
vi,j− 12 − vi−1,j− 12
∆x
]
+
1
∆x
[
µi+ 12 ,j− 12
ui+ 12 ,j − ui+ 12 ,j−1
∆y
− µi− 12 ,j− 12
ui− 12 ,j − ui− 12 ,j−1
∆y
]
, (18)
in which we require approximations to the viscosity at both the centers and nodes of the Cartesian grid cells.
Node centered quantities are obtained via interpolation by either arithmetically averaging the neighboring
cell centered quantities,
µAi− 12 ,j− 12 =
µi,j + µi−1,j + µi,j−1 + µi−1,j−1
4
, (19)
or harmonically averaging those quantities,
µHi− 12 ,j− 12 =
(
1
µi,j
+ 1µi−1,j +
1
µi,j−1
+ 1µi−1,j−1
4
)−1
. (20)
We remark that in three spatial dimensions, the viscosity is required at the centers and edges of the Cartesian
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grid cells. The full three-dimensional discretization of the viscous term is detailed in Appendix A. An
additional approximation to the density-weighted, variable-coefficient Laplacian is required for the projection
preconditioner described in Sec. 6,
(L℘p)i,j =
1
∆x
[
1
ρi+ 12 ,j
pi+1,j − pi,j
∆x
− 1
ρi− 12 ,j
pi,j − pi−1,j
∆x
]
+
1
∆y
[
1
ρi,j+ 12
pi,j+1 − pi,j
∆y
− 1
ρi,j− 12
pi,j − pi,j−1
∆y
]
,
(21)
which requires density on faces of the Cartesian grid cells. These values also can be determined using either
the arithmetic or harmonic averages of density from the two adjacent cell centers.
Evaluating finite-difference operators near boundaries of the computational domain and locally refined
mesh boundaries requires specification of abutting “ghost” values, which will be described in Section 3.6 and
Appendix B.
3.2. Discretization of the convective derivative
In the present work, the nonlinear convective term, ∇ · uu for non-conservative form and ∇ · ρuu for
conservative form, is computed using the third-order accurate Koren’s limited cubic upwind interpolation
(CUI) scheme, first proposed by Roe and Baines [43] and further investigated by Waterson and Deconinck [44]
and by Patel and Natarajan [22] for multiphase flows. CUI satisfies both a convection-boundedness criterion
(CBC) as well as the total variation diminishing (TVD) property, both of which are essential to ensure a
monotonic and bounded convective scheme. This specific method belongs to a class of nonlinear upwind
schemes (generally formulated in terms of flux limiters or normalized variables [44]), which attempt to achieve
higher than first-order accuracy while maintaining the monotonicity of the convected variable. The nonlinear
monotonic schemes overcome the consequences of Godunov’s order barrier theorem [45], which states that no
linear convection scheme of second-order accuracy or higher can be monotonic. These schemes are generally
described for cell-centered quantities, but can be formulated for face-centered quantities after appropriate
shifting and averaging operations [28]. We will describe this next.
For simplicity, we describe the CUI discretization of (∇ · uψ)i− 12 ,j , in which ψ is defined on x-faces and
is advected by a staggered grid velocity u. Note that ψ in this case could be the x-component of velocity
ui− 12 ,j or the density on x-faces ρi− 12 ,j . (The need for density advection will become apparent in Sec. 3.5.)
As a first step, we construct control volumes centered about xi− 12 ,j by shifting the computational grid by
∆x
2 in the x-direction; see Fig. 2. The advection velocity uadv on the faces of the shifted control volume is
obtained by averaging the adjacent velocity components. As shown in Fig. 2, these velocity components are
uw =
ui− 32 ,j + ui− 12 ,j
2
,
ue =
ui− 12 ,j + ui+ 12 ,j
2
,
vs =
vi−1,j− 12 + vi,j− 12
2
,
vn =
vi−1,j+ 12 + vi,j+ 12
2
. (22)
Next, we use the CUI scheme to obtain ψw, ψe, ψs, and ψn on the faces of the shifted control volume. For
a given shifted face f ∈ {e, w, n, s}, the upwind ψC , far upwind ψU and downwind ψD are labeled depending
on the direction of the advection velocity as shown in Fig. 3. For instance, Fig. 3(a) depicts the case where
ue ≥ 0 in which the face right of e is labeled as downstream (ψD) and the two faces counting leftward from e
are labeled upwind (φC) and far upwind (ψU ). Analogous three-point stencils are used for the other shifted
control volume faces. The upwinded (limited) approximation of ψf,lim on a shifted face can be written in
“normalized variable” form as
ψ˜f =

3ψ˜C , 0 < ψ˜C ≤ 213
5
6 ψ˜C +
1
3 ,
2
13 < ψ˜C ≤ 45
1, 45 < ψ˜C ≤ 1
ψ˜C , otherwise,
(23)
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ui+ 12 ,j<latexit sha1_base64="uwB2+Im5/EEKjReSVIUI4PYUoiM=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXtEcvi0UQlJIUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3azSbsboQQ4l/x4kERr/4Qb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpR3n21pZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf27YPDtooSSWiLRDySXR8rypmgLc00p91YUhz6nHb8yc3U7zxSqVgk7nUaUy/EI8ECRrA20sCuJIOMnfUDiUnm5lk9P3/IB3bVqTkzoGXiFqQKBZoD+6s/jEgSUqEJx0r1XCfWXoalZoTTvNxPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl82Oz9GJUYYoiKQpodFM/T2R4VCpNPRNZ4j1WC16U/E/r5fo4MrLmIgTTQWZLwoSjnSEpkmgIZOUaJ4agolk5lZExtgEoU1eZROCu/jyMmnXa65Tc+8uqo3rIo4SHMExnIILl9CAW2hCCwik8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxb12xipkK/IH1+QOC+JSq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwB2+Im5/EEKjReSVIUI4PYUoiM=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXtEcvi0UQlJIUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3azSbsboQQ4l/x4kERr/4Qb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpR3n21pZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf27YPDtooSSWiLRDySXR8rypmgLc00p91YUhz6nHb8yc3U7zxSqVgk7nUaUy/EI8ECRrA20sCuJIOMnfUDiUnm5lk9P3/IB3bVqTkzoGXiFqQKBZoD+6s/jEgSUqEJx0r1XCfWXoalZoTTvNxPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl82Oz9GJUYYoiKQpodFM/T2R4VCpNPRNZ4j1WC16U/E/r5fo4MrLmIgTTQWZLwoSjnSEpkmgIZOUaJ4agolk5lZExtgEoU1eZROCu/jyMmnXa65Tc+8uqo3rIo4SHMExnIILl9CAW2hCCwik8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxb12xipkK/IH1+QOC+JSq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwB2+Im5/EEKjReSVIUI4PYUoiM=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXtEcvi0UQlJIUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3azSbsboQQ4l/x4kERr/4Qb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpR3n21pZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf27YPDtooSSWiLRDySXR8rypmgLc00p91YUhz6nHb8yc3U7zxSqVgk7nUaUy/EI8ECRrA20sCuJIOMnfUDiUnm5lk9P3/IB3bVqTkzoGXiFqQKBZoD+6s/jEgSUqEJx0r1XCfWXoalZoTTvNxPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl82Oz9GJUYYoiKQpodFM/T2R4VCpNPRNZ4j1WC16U/E/r5fo4MrLmIgTTQWZLwoSjnSEpkmgIZOUaJ4agolk5lZExtgEoU1eZROCu/jyMmnXa65Tc+8uqo3rIo4SHMExnIILl9CAW2hCCwik8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxb12xipkK/IH1+QOC+JSq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uwB2+Im5/EEKjReSVIUI4PYUoiM=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXtEcvi0UQlJIUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3azSbsboQQ4l/x4kERr/4Qb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JgzpR3n21pZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf27YPDtooSSWiLRDySXR8rypmgLc00p91YUhz6nHb8yc3U7zxSqVgk7nUaUy/EI8ECRrA20sCuJIOMnfUDiUnm5lk9P3/IB3bVqTkzoGXiFqQKBZoD+6s/jEgSUqEJx0r1XCfWXoalZoTTvNxPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl82Oz9GJUYYoiKQpodFM/T2R4VCpNPRNZ4j1WC16U/E/r5fo4MrLmIgTTQWZLwoSjnSEpkmgIZOUaJ4agolk5lZExtgEoU1eZROCu/jyMmnXa65Tc+8uqo3rIo4SHMExnIILl9CAW2hCCwik8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxb12xipkK/IH1+QOC+JSq</latexit>
vi,j+ 12<latexit sha1_base64="/g8zrcyuxyPO4wqYwV/fEP0PQKE=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oj16CRZBUEpSBD0WvXisYD+gDWGz3bRrN5uwuymEEP+KFw+KePWHePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ58eMSmXb30ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/MA+POjJKBCZtHLFI9HwkCaOctBVVjPRiQVDoM9L1J7czvzslQtKIP6g0Jm6IRpwGFCOlJc+sTr2MXjyeDwKBcObkWSPPPbNm1+05rFXiFKQGBVqe+TUYRjgJCVeYISn7jh0rN0NCUcxIXhkkksQIT9CI9DXlKCTSzebH59apVoZWEAldXFlz9fdEhkIp09DXnSFSY7nszcT/vH6igms3ozxOFOF4sShImKUia5aENaSCYMVSTRAWVN9q4THSMSidV0WH4Cy/vEo6jbpj1537y1rzpoijDMdwAmfgwBU04Q5a0AYMKTzDK7wZT8aL8W58LFpLRjFThT8wPn8AgqqUqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/g8zrcyuxyPO4wqYwV/fEP0PQKE=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oj16CRZBUEpSBD0WvXisYD+gDWGz3bRrN5uwuymEEP+KFw+KePWHePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ58eMSmXb30ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/MA+POjJKBCZtHLFI9HwkCaOctBVVjPRiQVDoM9L1J7czvzslQtKIP6g0Jm6IRpwGFCOlJc+sTr2MXjyeDwKBcObkWSPPPbNm1+05rFXiFKQGBVqe+TUYRjgJCVeYISn7jh0rN0NCUcxIXhkkksQIT9CI9DXlKCTSzebH59apVoZWEAldXFlz9fdEhkIp09DXnSFSY7nszcT/vH6igms3ozxOFOF4sShImKUia5aENaSCYMVSTRAWVN9q4THSMSidV0WH4Cy/vEo6jbpj1537y1rzpoijDMdwAmfgwBU04Q5a0AYMKTzDK7wZT8aL8W58LFpLRjFThT8wPn8AgqqUqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/g8zrcyuxyPO4wqYwV/fEP0PQKE=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oj16CRZBUEpSBD0WvXisYD+gDWGz3bRrN5uwuymEEP+KFw+KePWHePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ58eMSmXb30ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/MA+POjJKBCZtHLFI9HwkCaOctBVVjPRiQVDoM9L1J7czvzslQtKIP6g0Jm6IRpwGFCOlJc+sTr2MXjyeDwKBcObkWSPPPbNm1+05rFXiFKQGBVqe+TUYRjgJCVeYISn7jh0rN0NCUcxIXhkkksQIT9CI9DXlKCTSzebH59apVoZWEAldXFlz9fdEhkIp09DXnSFSY7nszcT/vH6igms3ozxOFOF4sShImKUia5aENaSCYMVSTRAWVN9q4THSMSidV0WH4Cy/vEo6jbpj1537y1rzpoijDMdwAmfgwBU04Q5a0AYMKTzDK7wZT8aL8W58LFpLRjFThT8wPn8AgqqUqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/g8zrcyuxyPO4wqYwV/fEP0PQKE=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oj16CRZBUEpSBD0WvXisYD+gDWGz3bRrN5uwuymEEP+KFw+KePWHePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ58eMSmXb30ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/MA+POjJKBCZtHLFI9HwkCaOctBVVjPRiQVDoM9L1J7czvzslQtKIP6g0Jm6IRpwGFCOlJc+sTr2MXjyeDwKBcObkWSPPPbNm1+05rFXiFKQGBVqe+TUYRjgJCVeYISn7jh0rN0NCUcxIXhkkksQIT9CI9DXlKCTSzebH59apVoZWEAldXFlz9fdEhkIp09DXnSFSY7nszcT/vH6igms3ozxOFOF4sShImKUia5aENaSCYMVSTRAWVN9q4THSMSidV0WH4Cy/vEo6jbpj1537y1rzpoijDMdwAmfgwBU04Q5a0AYMKTzDK7wZT8aL8W58LFpLRjFThT8wPn8AgqqUqw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="5UQZQt+535zf2Kg07gjpwoF+L3I=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEInkpSRD0WvXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0p/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btoIWn1h4eGdGXbmDRLBtXHdT2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwusnqrTEqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSB5yRo217sc92SuV3UrVzUTcysU3uAvwcihDrnqv9NHtxyyNUBomqNYdz02MP6XKcCZwVuymGhPKRnSAHYuSRqj96XzVGTm1Tp+EsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNUC/XMvO/Wic14ZU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mfa6QGTGxQJnidlfChlRRZmw6RRuCt3zyX2hWK57lu/Ny7TqPowDHcAJn4MEl1OAW6tAABgN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWFSefOYJfct6/AHDUjeM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5UQZQt+535zf2Kg07gjpwoF+L3I=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEInkpSRD0WvXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0p/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btoIWn1h4eGdGXbmDRLBtXHdT2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwusnqrTEqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSB5yRo217sc92SuV3UrVzUTcysU3uAvwcihDrnqv9NHtxyyNUBomqNYdz02MP6XKcCZwVuymGhPKRnSAHYuSRqj96XzVGTm1Tp+EsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNUC/XMvO/Wic14ZU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mfa6QGTGxQJnidlfChlRRZmw6RRuCt3zyX2hWK57lu/Ny7TqPowDHcAJn4MEl1OAW6tAABgN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWFSefOYJfct6/AHDUjeM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5UQZQt+535zf2Kg07gjpwoF+L3I=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEInkpSRD0WvXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0p/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btoIWn1h4eGdGXbmDRLBtXHdT2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwusnqrTEqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSB5yRo217sc92SuV3UrVzUTcysU3uAvwcihDrnqv9NHtxyyNUBomqNYdz02MP6XKcCZwVuymGhPKRnSAHYuSRqj96XzVGTm1Tp+EsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNUC/XMvO/Wic14ZU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mfa6QGTGxQJnidlfChlRRZmw6RRuCt3zyX2hWK57lu/Ny7TqPowDHcAJn4MEl1OAW6tAABgN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWFSefOYJfct6/AHDUjeM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5UQZQt+535zf2Kg07gjpwoF+L3I=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEInkpSRD0WvXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0p/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btoIWn1h4eGdGXbmDRLBtXHdT2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwusnqrTEqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSB5yRo217sc92SuV3UrVzUTcysU3uAvwcihDrnqv9NHtxyyNUBomqNYdz02MP6XKcCZwVuymGhPKRnSAHYuSRqj96XzVGTm1Tp+EsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNUC/XMvO/Wic14ZU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mfa6QGTGxQJnidlfChlRRZmw6RRuCt3zyX2hWK57lu/Ny7TqPowDHcAJn4MEl1OAW6tAABgN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWFSefOYJfct6/AHDUjeM=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="QEykQ0d18KE3LnTYJJcaRoMp9BM=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuqx6MVjRfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+CFw+KePUXefPfuGkjaPWFhYd3ZtiZN0gE18Z1P53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aOk4VQybLBax6gRUo+ASm4YbgZ1EIY0Cge1gfJ3V2w+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTXWukv72C9X3GrNzUTc6vk3uAvwcqhArka//NEbxCyNUBomqNZdz02MP6XKcCZwVuqlGhPKxnSIXYuSRqj96XzVGTmxzoCEsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNSC/XMvO/Wjc14aU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mA66QGTGxQJnidlfCRlRRZmw6JRuCt3zyX2jVqp7l27NK/SqPowhHcAyn4MEF1OEGGtAEBkN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWgpPPHMIvOe9fYaqN2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QEykQ0d18KE3LnTYJJcaRoMp9BM=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuqx6MVjRfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+CFw+KePUXefPfuGkjaPWFhYd3ZtiZN0gE18Z1P53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aOk4VQybLBax6gRUo+ASm4YbgZ1EIY0Cge1gfJ3V2w+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTXWukv72C9X3GrNzUTc6vk3uAvwcqhArka//NEbxCyNUBomqNZdz02MP6XKcCZwVuqlGhPKxnSIXYuSRqj96XzVGTmxzoCEsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNSC/XMvO/Wjc14aU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mA66QGTGxQJnidlfCRlRRZmw6JRuCt3zyX2jVqp7l27NK/SqPowhHcAyn4MEF1OEGGtAEBkN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWgpPPHMIvOe9fYaqN2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QEykQ0d18KE3LnTYJJcaRoMp9BM=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuqx6MVjRfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+CFw+KePUXefPfuGkjaPWFhYd3ZtiZN0gE18Z1P53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aOk4VQybLBax6gRUo+ASm4YbgZ1EIY0Cge1gfJ3V2w+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTXWukv72C9X3GrNzUTc6vk3uAvwcqhArka//NEbxCyNUBomqNZdz02MP6XKcCZwVuqlGhPKxnSIXYuSRqj96XzVGTmxzoCEsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNSC/XMvO/Wjc14aU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mA66QGTGxQJnidlfCRlRRZmw6JRuCt3zyX2jVqp7l27NK/SqPowhHcAyn4MEF1OEGGtAEBkN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWgpPPHMIvOe9fYaqN2Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QEykQ0d18KE3LnTYJJcaRoMp9BM=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuqx6MVjRfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QSn+CFw+KePUXefPfuGkjaPWFhYd3ZtiZN0gE18Z1P53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aOk4VQybLBax6gRUo+ASm4YbgZ1EIY0Cge1gfJ3V2w+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTXWukv72C9X3GrNzUTc6vk3uAvwcqhArka//NEbxCyNUBomqNZdz02MP6XKcCZwVuqlGhPKxnSIXYuSRqj96XzVGTmxzoCEsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNSC/XMvO/Wjc14aU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mA66QGTGxQJnidlfCRlRRZmw6JRuCt3zyX2jVqp7l27NK/SqPowhHcAyn4MEF1OEGGtAEBkN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWgpPPHMIvOe9fYaqN2Q==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9yVqPih+ca7oVS8/mrtjwC2YII0=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEInkpSRD0WvXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0p/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btoIWn1h4eGdGXbmDRLBtXHdT2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwusnqrTEqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSB5yRo217sc93SuV3UrVzUTcysU3uAvwcihDrnqv9NHtxyyNUBomqNYdz02MP6XKcCZwVuymGhPKRnSAHYuSRqj96XzVGTm1Tp+EsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNUC/XMvO/Wic14ZU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mfa6QGTGxQJnidlfChlRRZmw6RRuCt3zyX2hWK57lu/Ny7TqPowDHcAJn4MEl1OAW6tAABgN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWFSefOYJfct6/AHhojeg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yVqPih+ca7oVS8/mrtjwC2YII0=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEInkpSRD0WvXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0p/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btoIWn1h4eGdGXbmDRLBtXHdT2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwusnqrTEqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSB5yRo217sc93SuV3UrVzUTcysU3uAvwcihDrnqv9NHtxyyNUBomqNYdz02MP6XKcCZwVuymGhPKRnSAHYuSRqj96XzVGTm1Tp+EsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNUC/XMvO/Wic14ZU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mfa6QGTGxQJnidlfChlRRZmw6RRuCt3zyX2hWK57lu/Ny7TqPowDHcAJn4MEl1OAW6tAABgN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWFSefOYJfct6/AHhojeg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yVqPih+ca7oVS8/mrtjwC2YII0=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEInkpSRD0WvXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0p/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btoIWn1h4eGdGXbmDRLBtXHdT2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwusnqrTEqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSB5yRo217sc93SuV3UrVzUTcysU3uAvwcihDrnqv9NHtxyyNUBomqNYdz02MP6XKcCZwVuymGhPKRnSAHYuSRqj96XzVGTm1Tp+EsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNUC/XMvO/Wic14ZU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mfa6QGTGxQJnidlfChlRRZmw6RRuCt3zyX2hWK57lu/Ny7TqPowDHcAJn4MEl1OAW6tAABgN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWFSefOYJfct6/AHhojeg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yVqPih+ca7oVS8/mrtjwC2YII0=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEInkpSRD0WvXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0p/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btoIWn1h4eGdGXbmDRLBtXHdT2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnWcKoYNFotYtQOqUXCJDcONwHaikEaBwFYwusnqrTEqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSB5yRo217sc93SuV3UrVzUTcysU3uAvwcihDrnqv9NHtxyyNUBomqNYdz02MP6XKcCZwVuymGhPKRnSAHYuSRqj96XzVGTm1Tp+EsbJPGjJ3f05MaaT1JApsZ0TNUC/XMvO/Wic14ZU/5TJJDUq2+ChMBTExye4mfa6QGTGxQJnidlfChlRRZmw6RRuCt3zyX2hWK57lu/Ny7TqPowDHcAJn4MEl1OAW6tAABgN4hGd4cYTz5Lw6b4vWFSefOYJfct6/AHhojeg=</latexit>
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(b)
Figure 2: The shifted control volume (---, green) over which an approximation to (∇·uψ)i− 1
2
,j is computed. (a) The staggered
grid velocities used to compute the advection velocity uadv. (b) The location of the advection velocity on faces (×, green) of
the shifted control volume.
in which the normalized value is defined by
ψ˜ =
ψ − ψU
ψD − ψU . (24)
Finally, we compute the approximation to (∇ · uψ)i− 12 ,j via
(∇ · uadvψlim)i− 12 ,j ≈
ueψe − uwψw
∆x
+
vnψn − vsψs
∆y
. (25)
A similar procedure can be followed to compute a discretization for advected quantities on the y-faces.
It is also straightforward to extend this scheme to three spatial dimensions because all the computations are
performed on a dimension-by-dimension basis. We remark that there are other CBC and TVD satisfying
limiters that can be used in place of CUI, including M-Gamma [22] and FBICS [24]. We refer readers to
Waterson and Deconinck [44] and to Patel and Natarajan [22] for further details. We also employ TVD
but non-CBC satisfying high resolution limiters like xsPPM7 [28, 46], which is a version of the piecewise
parabolic method (PPM), to advect scalars in this work. This method, however, can produce unphysical
oscillations in the values of variables that have numerical bounds, as evidenced by numerical experiments
reported in Sec. 7.3. Therefore, we use CUI (unless otherwise stated) for the convective discretization, and
we use xsPPM7 to advect scalars such as the signed distance function only where noted. We remark that if
density and viscosity are formulated in terms of a volume-fraction variable α, which has bounds 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
a CBC satisfying limiter must be employed to advect and bound α [22]. We also remark that in the cases for
which a cell-centered approximation to an advective derivative is needed (e.g., (∇·uφ)i,j such as for evolving
the level set function), the convective scheme remains the same (as described above), and the control volume
is the unshifted grid cell. As a result, the advective velocity for the cell-centered case would be the original
staggered grid velocity u which is discretely divergence-free by construction. Finally, it is a simple exercise
to show that if the staggered grid velocity is discretely divergence-free, then its linear interpolation onto the
staggered control volumes also satisfies the same discrete divergence-free property on those control volumes
away from the boundaries of the computational domain [47]. Further, if a discrete divergence-free condition
is also enforced in the ghost cells abutting the physical domain, as done in this work (see Appendix B), the
interpolated advective velocity for the face-centered control volume is discretely divergence-free throughout
the computational domain.
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(a) CUI stencil for ψe (ue ≥ 0)
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<latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit>
ψC
<latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit>
ψU
<latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit>
ψe
<latexit sha1_base64="mF9CzxcXxKkpd1N//ehicxfOwDk=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuqx6MVjBfsBbSib7aRdu8mG3Y1QQv+DFw+KePX/ePPfuG0jaPWFhYd3ZtiZN0gE18Z1P53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aGmZKoZNJoVUnYBqFDzGpuFGYCdRSKNAYDsYX8/q7QdUmsv4zkwS9CM6jHnIGTXWavUSzfvYL1fcas2dibjV829wF+DlUIFcjX75ozeQLI0wNkxQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdizGNUPvZfNspObHOgIRS2RcbMnd/TmQ00noSBbYzomakl2sz879aNzXhpZ/xOEkNxmzxUZgKYiSZnU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2IBKNgRv+eS/0KpVPcu3Z5X6VR5HEY7gGE7Bgwuoww00oAkM7uERnuHFkc6T8+q8LVoLTj5zCL/kvH8Bpp+PKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mF9CzxcXxKkpd1N//ehicxfOwDk=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuqx6MVjBfsBbSib7aRdu8mG3Y1QQv+DFw+KePX/ePPfuG0jaPWFhYd3ZtiZN0gE18Z1P53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aGmZKoZNJoVUnYBqFDzGpuFGYCdRSKNAYDsYX8/q7QdUmsv4zkwS9CM6jHnIGTXWavUSzfvYL1fcas2dibjV829wF+DlUIFcjX75ozeQLI0wNkxQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdizGNUPvZfNspObHOgIRS2RcbMnd/TmQ00noSBbYzomakl2sz879aNzXhpZ/xOEkNxmzxUZgKYiSZnU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2IBKNgRv+eS/0KpVPcu3Z5X6VR5HEY7gGE7Bgwuoww00oAkM7uERnuHFkc6T8+q8LVoLTj5zCL/kvH8Bpp+PKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mF9CzxcXxKkpd1N//ehicxfOwDk=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuqx6MVjBfsBbSib7aRdu8mG3Y1QQv+DFw+KePX/ePPfuG0jaPWFhYd3ZtiZN0gE18Z1P53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aGmZKoZNJoVUnYBqFDzGpuFGYCdRSKNAYDsYX8/q7QdUmsv4zkwS9CM6jHnIGTXWavUSzfvYL1fcas2dibjV829wF+DlUIFcjX75ozeQLI0wNkxQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdizGNUPvZfNspObHOgIRS2RcbMnd/TmQ00noSBbYzomakl2sz879aNzXhpZ/xOEkNxmzxUZgKYiSZnU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2IBKNgRv+eS/0KpVPcu3Z5X6VR5HEY7gGE7Bgwuoww00oAkM7uERnuHFkc6T8+q8LVoLTj5zCL/kvH8Bpp+PKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mF9CzxcXxKkpd1N//ehicxfOwDk=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIuqx6MVjBfsBbSib7aRdu8mG3Y1QQv+DFw+KePX/ePPfuG0jaPWFhYd3ZtiZN0gE18Z1P53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aGmZKoZNJoVUnYBqFDzGpuFGYCdRSKNAYDsYX8/q7QdUmsv4zkwS9CM6jHnIGTXWavUSzfvYL1fcas2dibjV829wF+DlUIFcjX75ozeQLI0wNkxQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdizGNUPvZfNspObHOgIRS2RcbMnd/TmQ00noSBbYzomakl2sz879aNzXhpZ/xOEkNxmzxUZgKYiSZnU4GXCEzYmKBMsXtroSNqKLM2IBKNgRv+eS/0KpVPcu3Z5X6VR5HEY7gGE7Bgwuoww00oAkM7uERnuHFkc6T8+q8LVoLTj5zCL/kvH8Bpp+PKg==</latexit>
(b) CUI stencil for ψe (ue < 0)
ψD
<latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit>
ψC
<latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit>
ψU
<latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit>
ψn
<latexit sha1_base64="4jxl2C52GW537Vo5IWDdbfalafk=">AAAB7XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6ou3QSL4KrMFFGXRTcuK9hpoR1KJs20sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmGlH0OqBwMe595J7T5hwpo3rfjqlldW19Y3yZmVre2d3r7p/4GuZKkLbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTruJojgOOe2Ek+u83nmgSjMp7sw0oUGMR4JFjGBjLb+faDYQg2rNrTfcXMitn3+DuwCvgBoUag2qH/2hJGlMhSEca93z3MQEGVaGEU5nlX6qaYLJBI9oz6LAMdVBNt92hk6sM0SRVPYJg+buz4kMx1pP49B2xtiM9XItN/+r9VITXQYZE0lqqCCLj6KUIyNRfjoaMkWJ4VMLmChmd0VkjBUmxgZUsSF4yyf/Bb9R9yzfntWaV0UcZTiCYzgFDy6gCTfQgjYQuIdHeIYXRzpPzqvztmgtOcXMIfyS8/4FtEOPMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4jxl2C52GW537Vo5IWDdbfalafk=">AAAB7XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6ou3QSL4KrMFFGXRTcuK9hpoR1KJs20sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmGlH0OqBwMe595J7T5hwpo3rfjqlldW19Y3yZmVre2d3r7p/4GuZKkLbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTruJojgOOe2Ek+u83nmgSjMp7sw0oUGMR4JFjGBjLb+faDYQg2rNrTfcXMitn3+DuwCvgBoUag2qH/2hJGlMhSEca93z3MQEGVaGEU5nlX6qaYLJBI9oz6LAMdVBNt92hk6sM0SRVPYJg+buz4kMx1pP49B2xtiM9XItN/+r9VITXQYZE0lqqCCLj6KUIyNRfjoaMkWJ4VMLmChmd0VkjBUmxgZUsSF4yyf/Bb9R9yzfntWaV0UcZTiCYzgFDy6gCTfQgjYQuIdHeIYXRzpPzqvztmgtOcXMIfyS8/4FtEOPMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4jxl2C52GW537Vo5IWDdbfalafk=">AAAB7XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6ou3QSL4KrMFFGXRTcuK9hpoR1KJs20sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmGlH0OqBwMe595J7T5hwpo3rfjqlldW19Y3yZmVre2d3r7p/4GuZKkLbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTruJojgOOe2Ek+u83nmgSjMp7sw0oUGMR4JFjGBjLb+faDYQg2rNrTfcXMitn3+DuwCvgBoUag2qH/2hJGlMhSEca93z3MQEGVaGEU5nlX6qaYLJBI9oz6LAMdVBNt92hk6sM0SRVPYJg+buz4kMx1pP49B2xtiM9XItN/+r9VITXQYZE0lqqCCLj6KUIyNRfjoaMkWJ4VMLmChmd0VkjBUmxgZUsSF4yyf/Bb9R9yzfntWaV0UcZTiCYzgFDy6gCTfQgjYQuIdHeIYXRzpPzqvztmgtOcXMIfyS8/4FtEOPMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4jxl2C52GW537Vo5IWDdbfalafk=">AAAB7XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6ou3QSL4KrMFFGXRTcuK9hpoR1KJs20sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmGlH0OqBwMe595J7T5hwpo3rfjqlldW19Y3yZmVre2d3r7p/4GuZKkLbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTruJojgOOe2Ek+u83nmgSjMp7sw0oUGMR4JFjGBjLb+faDYQg2rNrTfcXMitn3+DuwCvgBoUag2qH/2hJGlMhSEca93z3MQEGVaGEU5nlX6qaYLJBI9oz6LAMdVBNt92hk6sM0SRVPYJg+buz4kMx1pP49B2xtiM9XItN/+r9VITXQYZE0lqqCCLj6KUIyNRfjoaMkWJ4VMLmChmd0VkjBUmxgZUsSF4yyf/Bb9R9yzfntWaV0UcZTiCYzgFDy6gCTfQgjYQuIdHeIYXRzpPzqvztmgtOcXMIfyS8/4FtEOPMw==</latexit>
(c) CUI stencil for ψn
(vn ≥ 0)
ψD
<latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hkO3SQYjW/6+mCJTdrd7oTWpXfk=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiHjxWsB/ShrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6K/w4kERr/4cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ymtrW9sbpW33Z3dvf2DyuFRW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpP7nSeqNIvlg5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeuwnmg1uXdcdVKpezZsDrRK/IFUo0BxUvvrDmKSCSkM41rrne4kJMqwMI5zO3H6qaYLJBI9oz1KJBdVBNj94hs6sMkRRrGxJg+bq74kMC62nIrSdApuxXvZy8T+vl5roKsiYTFJDJVksilKOTIzy79GQKUoMn1qCiWL2VkTGWGFibEZ5CP7yy6ukfVHzvZp/f1ltXBdxlOEETuEcfKhDA+6gCS0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ADDWPPQ==</latexit>
ψC
<latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/S7427ujIJOEGynUAJ2aIDJ3qv4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdiLx4r2A9pQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q77t7+weFR5fiko+NUEdomMY9VL8SaciZp2zDDaS9RFIuQ0244beZ+94kqzWL5YGYJDQQeSxYxgo2VHgeJZsOm67rDStWreQugdeIXpAoFWsPK12AUk1RQaQjHWvd9LzFBhpVhhNO5O0g1TTCZ4jHtWyqxoDrIFgfP0YVVRiiKlS1p0EL9PZFhofVMhLZTYDPRq14u/uf1UxPdBBmTSWqoJMtFUcqRiVH+PRoxRYnhM0swUczeisgEK0yMzSgPwV99eZ10rmq+V/Pvr6uN2yKOMpzBOVyCD3VowB20oA0EBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8Kro88</latexit>
ψU
<latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M5f7PMweohTUz067Y/x07qh+VRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpq20oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG8/7dipr6xubW9Vtd2d3b/+gdnjU1kmmCA1IwhPVjbCmnEkaGGY47aaKYhFx2okmt4XfeaJKs0Q+mGlKQ4FHksWMYGOlx36q2SBwXXdQq3sNbw60SvyS1KFEa1D76g8TkgkqDeFY657vpSbMsTKMcDpz+5mmKSYTPKI9SyUWVIf5/OAZOrPKEMWJsiUNmqu/J3IstJ6KyHYKbMZ62SvE/7xeZuLrMGcyzQyVZLEozjgyCSq+R0OmKDF8agkmitlbERljhYmxGRUh+Msvr5L2RcP3Gv79Zb15U8ZRhRM4hXPw4QqacActCICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaK045cwx/IHz+QMmLI9O</latexit>
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(d) CUI stencil for ψn
(vn < 0)
Figure 3: The shifted control volume (---, green) over which an approximation to (∇·uψ)i− 1
2
,j is computed. In each diagram,
the control volume is surrounding the same face-centered degree of freedom located at xi− 1
2
,j and the upwind ψC , far upwind
ψU , and downwind ψD are labeled according to their usage in Eq. (23). (a) The required degrees of freedom to compute the
cubic upwind interpolation of ψe when ue ≥ 0. (b) The required degrees of freedom to compute the cubic upwind interpolation
of ψe when ue < 0. (c) The required degrees of freedom to compute the cubic upwind interpolation of ψn when vn ≥ 0. (d)
The required degrees of freedom to compute the cubic upwind interpolation of ψn when vn < 0.
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3.3. Interface tracking: the level set method
The interface between the two phases is represented by the zero level set of the scalar field φ(x, t). It is
convenient to initialize φ to be the signed distance from the interface Γ0 = Γ(0) (Eq. (6)), i.e.
φ0i,j =
miny∈Γ0 ‖xi,j − y‖, xi,j ∈ Ω0(0)− min
y∈Γ0
‖xi,j − y‖, xi,j ∈ Ω1(0),
(26)
which can be computed analytically for the simple initial interfaces considered in the present work. Note that
φ is not guaranteed to retain the signed distance property under linear advection, Eq. (9). Let φ˜n+1 denote
the level set function following an advection procedure after time stepping through the interval
[
tn, tn+1
]
.
We aim to reinitialize it to obtain a signed distance function φn+1. This can be achieved by computing a
steady-state solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
∂φ
∂τ
+ sgn
(
φ˜
)
(‖∇φ‖ − 1) = 0, (27)
φ(x, τ = 0) = φ˜(x), (28)
in which we have dropped the n + 1 superscript because this process is agnostic to the particular time
step under consideration. At the end of a physical time step, Eq. (27) is evolved in psuedo-time τ , which,
at steady state, produces a signed distance function satisfying the Eikonal equation ‖∇φ‖ = 1. Here, sgn
denotes the sign of φ˜, which is either 1, −1, or 0. The discretization of Eq. (27) from the psuedo-time interval[
τm, τm+1
]
yields
φm+1 − φm
∆τ
+ sgn
(
φ˜i,j
) [
HG
(
D+x φi,j , D
−
x φi,j , D
+
y φi,j , D
−
y φi,j
)− 1] = 0, (29)
in which HG denotes a discretization of ‖∇φ‖ using the Godunov-Hamiltonian, and D±x and D±y denote one-
sided discretizations of ∂φ∂x and
∂φ
∂y , respectively
1. These are typically discretized using high-order essentially
non-oscillatory (ENO) or weighted ENO (WENO) schemes [48].
It is well known that continually applying Eq. (29) will cause the interface to shift as a function of τ [49],
which will eventually shrink closed interfaces and lead to substantial spurious changes in the volume of each
phase. To mitigate this numerical issue, we employ second-order ENO finite differences combined with a
subcell-fix method described by Min [9]. Briefly, the subcell-fix method uses φ˜ to estimate the interface
location (i.e., where φ˜ = 0) by fitting a high-order polynomial and computing an improved estimate of the
one-sided derivates D±x and D
±
y from the polynomial fit. A dimension-by-dimension approach is followed to
fit the high-order polynomial. In addition, if φ˜ is already close to the desired distance function, as is typically
the case after advecting the level set field for only a single time step, further mitigation of spurious changes
in mass is achieved by enforcing an immobile boundary condition near the zero level set. This approach is
described by Son [8] and is easily implemented by fixing the nearest points to the interface, i.e. Eq. 29 is not
applied to φi,j satisfying φi,jφp,q ≤ 0 and |φi,j | ≤ |φp,q| for (p, q) = (i±1, j) or (p, q) = (i, j±1). Notice that
if Eq. 29 is not applied to φi,j , the subcell-fix is also effectively omitted for φi,j . After iterating Eq. 29 to
some desired convergence criteria, the level set function φn+1 is updated, and the next physical time step is
carried out. In the present work, we always reinitialize the level set every time step and declare convergence
when the L2 norm between subsequent psuedo-time iterations is smaller than some tolerance (taken to be
10−6 in the present work) or when a maximum number of iterations have been carried out (taken to be the
maximum grid size in one direction) — whichever happens first.
We can use the signed distance property to define the material properties at cell-centers of the staggered
grid. For a mesh with uniform grid spacing ∆x = ∆y, we can define a smoothed Heaviside function that has
1In three spatial dimensions HG also includes D
±
z terms.
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been regularized over ncells grid cells on either side of the interface,
H˜i,j =

0, φi,j < −ncells∆x,
1
2
(
1 + 1ncells∆xφi,j +
1
pi sin
(
pi
ncells∆x
φi,j
))
, |φi,j | ≤ ncells∆x,
1, otherwise.
(30)
A given material property ψ (such as ρ or µ) is then set in the whole domain via
ψi,j = ψ0 + (ψ1 − ψ0)H˜i,j , (31)
in which ψ0 and ψ1 denote the material property value for phases occupying Ω0 and Ω1 and we have assumed
that Ω0 is represented by negative φ values (without loss of generality).
In all of the cases in the present work, we use either ncells = 1 or 2. In general we find that for high
inertia flows, 2 grid cells of smearing leads to slightly more distorted interfaces than ncells = 1. However,
ncells = 2 leads to slightly better convergence properties for the iterative solver described in Sec. 4. We
would not recommend using ncells ≥ 3 because, in our experience, larger smearing leads to diffuse interfaces
and generates spurious vortex dynamics in the vicinity of those interfaces.
3.4. Surface tension force
We use the continuum surface tension model of Brackbill et al. [34] to define the volumetric surface
tension force in terms of the level set field
f s = σκ∇C˜ = −σ∇ ·
( ∇φ
‖∇φ‖
)
∇C˜, (32)
in which σ is the uniform surface tension coefficient, κ is the curvature of the interface computed directly
from the signed distance function as
κ = −∇ · n = −∇ ·
( ∇φ
‖∇φ‖
)
,
n is the unit normal to the surface, and C˜ is a mollified version of the Heaviside function H˜ that ensures
the surface tension force is applied only near the zero level set. In this work we use Peskin’s four-point
regularized delta function [50] to mollify the numerical Heaviside function, although other functions may
also be used to smooth the transition region as described by Williams et al. [35]. Note that one could use
a surface tension force function of the form f s = σκnδ˜, in which δ˜ is a regularized version of the Dirac
delta function2. However, this would not yield a discrete balance between the surface tension force and the
pressure gradient [51], whereas Eq. (32) is discretely well-balanced with the pressure gradient because both
∇C˜ and ∇p are discretized in the same manner and at the same degrees of freedom. We refer readers to
the works of Brackbill et al. [34] and Williams et al. [35] for more details on the continuum surface tension
model and Francois et al. [51] for its well-balanced implementation.
3.5. Temporal discretization
Next, we describe the temporal discretization for both the non-conservative and conservative forms of
the equations of motion. Within one time step
[
tn, tn+1
]
, we employ m cycles of fixed-point iteration to
obtain an approximate solution to the fully-coupled mass transport and fluid flow problem. In this approach,
the advective or convective terms and the body force are treated explicitly, and all other terms are treated
implicitly. To begin time stepping, we set k = 0 (un+1,0 = un, pn+
1
2 ,0 = pn−
1
2 , and φn+1,0 = φn) and iterate
until k = m − 1. At the initial time step n = 0, these quantities are obtained using the prescribed initial
conditions. As described previously [28], the initial value for pressure at the start of each time step pn+
1
2 ,0
2This is because ∇C˜ ≈ nδ˜.
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does not affect the flow dynamics nor the pressure solution at the end of the time step pn+
1
2 ; rather it serves
an initial guess to iterative solution of the linear system.
Although both solvers converge for a wide range of density and viscosity contrasts, the non-conservative
temporal discretization is only stable for density ratios up to ρ1/ρ0 ≈ 100. The fundamental cause for this is
the discretely inconsistent transport of mass and momentum. As described by Raessi [18] and, more recently,
by Ghods and Herrmann [21], inconsistencies in the the numerical mass and momentum fluxes used in the
mass and momentum transport equations, respectively, can lead to numerical instabilities at density ratios
greater than 100. This problem is especially prevalent in the level set methods, in which the phase mass is
transported via an auxiliary field and no flux reconstruction is used. Numerical examples of instabilities for
the non-conservative discretization of two phase flows with high density ratios will be shown in Sec. 7.
To prevent these instabilities for high density ratios, we extend an approach described by Desjardins and
Moureau [20], in which consistent transport was achieved by solving an additional mass balance equation,
Eq. (3), and by ensuring that the same numerical mass flux is used for both mass and momentum transport.
A discretization of the conservative form of Eqs. (1) and (2) is necessary to achieve discrete conservation and
flux compatibility. The scheme described by Desjardins and Moureau was first-order accurate and diffusive
(see Appendix D). We extend this scheme to achieve at least second-order accuracy in velocity, pressure,
and density.
3.5.1. Non-conservative discretization
During the time interval
[
tn, tn+1
]
, for the non-conservative discretization the time stepping proceeds as
follows:
1. Advect the signed distance function φ:
The level set function is updated by discretizing Eq. (9) via
φn+1,k+1 − φn
∆t
+Q
(
u
n+ 12 ,k
adv , φ
n+ 12 ,k
lim
)
= 0, (33)
in which Q
(
u
n+ 12 ,k
adv , φ
n+ 12 ,k
lim
)
≈
[
∇ ·
(
u
n+ 12 ,k
adv φ
n+ 12 ,k
lim
)]
i,j
is an explicit xsPPM7-limited approximation
to the linear advection term on cell centers. The midpoint velocity and level set are given by un+
1
2 ,k =
1
2
(
un+1,k + un
)
, and φn+
1
2 ,k = 12
(
φn+1,k + φn
)
. Here, the subscript “adv” indicates the staggered
grid velocity on faces of cell-centered control volume, and the subscript “lim” indicates the limited
value also defined on faces of the cell-centered control volume.
2. Reset the material properties ρ and µ:
The density and viscosity in the computational domain are determined from the signed distance func-
tion via
ρn+1,k+1 = ρ0 + (ρ1 − ρ0)H˜
(
φn+1,k+1
)
, (34)
µn+1,k+1 = µ0 + (µ1 − µ0)H˜
(
φn+1,k+1
)
, (35)
in which ρi and µi denote the density and viscosity for the two fluids, i = 0 or 1. The regularized
Heaviside function is given by Eq. (30). Note that although the density and viscosity computed here
are cell-centered, the notations ρn+1,k+1 and µn+1,k+1 are also used to denote the interpolated material
properties (to faces for density; to nodes in 2D, or edges in 3D for viscosity), as needed.
3. Solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for u and p:
The velocity and pressure are computed from the discretization of the non-conservative fluid momentum
and continuity equations
ρn+1,k+1
(
un+1,k+1 − un
∆t
+ N
(
u
n+ 12 ,k
adv ,u
n+ 12 ,k
lim
))
= −Gpn+ 12 ,k+1 + (Lµu)n+
1
2 ,k+1 + fn+
1
2 , (36)
D · un+1,k+1 = 0, (37)
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in which N
(
u
n+ 12 ,k
adv ,u
n+ 12 ,k
lim
)
≈
[(
∇ ·
(
u
n+ 12 ,k
adv u
n+ 12 ,k
lim
))
i− 12 ,j
,
(
∇ ·
(
u
n+ 12 ,k
adv v
n+ 12 ,k
lim
))
i,j− 12
]
is an ex-
plicit CUI-limited approximation to the nonlinear convection term and
(Lµu)
n+ 12 ,k+1 = 12
[
(Lµu)
n+1,k+1
+ (Lµu)
n
]
is a semi-implicit approximation to the viscous strain
rate. Here, the subscript “adv” indicates the interpolated advective velocity on the faces of face-
centered control volume, and the subscript “lim” indicates the convective-limited value, as defined by
Eq. (25). The above time-stepping scheme with m = 2 is similar to a combination of Crank-Nicolson for
the viscous terms and explicit midpoint rule for the convective term, making it second-order accurate
in time. Notice that this scheme is semi-implicit in that explicit approximations are used for ρ and µ
as well as the advective term.
After m cycles of fixed-point iteration, the final numerical solutions are given by un+1 = un+1,m, pn+
1
2 =
pn+
1
2 ,m, and φn+1 = φn+1,m. We employ m = 2 cycles of fixed-point iteration for all the numerical examples,
which yields second-order spatio-temporal accuracy. Numerical experiments indicate that the largest stable
advective CFL number for the above scheme with m = 2 is 0.5.
3.5.2. Conservative discretization
During the time interval [tn, tn+1], the time stepping proceeds as follows for the discretely consistent,
conservative discretization:
1. Advect the signed distance function φ:
The level set function is updated by discretizing Eq. (9) via
φn+1,k+1 − φn
∆t
+Q
(
u
n+ 12 ,k
adv , φ
n+ 12 ,k
lim
)
= 0, (38)
which is the same update used for the non-conservative discretization described earlier.
2. Reset the material property µ:
The viscosity, but not the density, in the computational domain is determined from the signed distance
function via
µn+1,k+1 = µ0 + (µ1 − µ0)H˜
(
φn+1,k+1
)
. (39)
3. Advect the face-centered density and compute convective derivative C:
We next update the density and compute the nonlinear convective term in a way that ensures discrete
consistency in the mass and momentum fluxes. First, we solve a discretized density update equation
on faces of the staggered grid using the third-order accurate strong stability preserving Runge-Kutta
(SSP-RK3) time integrator [23]
ρ˘(1) = ρ˘n −∆tR (unadv, ρ˘nlim) , (40)
ρ˘(2) =
3
4
ρ˘n +
1
4
ρ˘(1) − 1
4
∆tR
(
u
(1)
adv, ρ˘
(1)
lim
)
, (41)
ρ˘n+1,k+1 =
1
3
ρ˘n +
2
3
ρ˘(2) − 2
3
∆tR
(
u
(2)
adv, ρ˘
(2)
lim
)
, (42)
in which R (uadv, ρ˘lim) ≈
[
(∇ · (uadvρ˘lim))i− 12 ,j , (∇ · (uadvρ˘lim))i,j− 12
]
is an explicit CUI-limited ap-
proximation to the linear density advection term. In contrast with the non-conservative form, the scalar
density variable is defined and directly evolved on faces of the staggered grid. Hence, we distinguish
ρ˘, the face-centered density obtained via the SSP-RK3 integrator, from ρ, the face-centered density
that is reset from the level set fields. Here, the subscript “adv” indicates the interpolated advective
velocity on the faces of face-centered control volume, and the subscript “lim” indicates the limited
value, as defined by Eq. (25). Note that this time integration procedure is occurring within the overall
fixed-point iteration scheme. We have found it to be crucial to use appropriately interpolated and
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extrapolated velocities to maintain the accuracy of the scheme. To wit, for the first cycle (k = 0), the
velocities are
u(1) = 2un − un−1, (43)
u(2) =
3
2
un − 1
2
un−1. (44)
For all remaining cycles (k > 0), the velocities are
u(1) = un+1,k, (45)
u(2) =
3
8
un+1,k +
3
4
un − 1
8
un−1. (46)
Notice that u(1) is an approximation to un+1, and u(2) is an approximation to un+
1
2 . Similarly, ρ˘(1)
is an approximation to ρ˘n+1, and ρ˘(2) is an approximation to ρ˘n+
1
2 .
4. Solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for u and p:
Using the previously computed density and convective term, the velocity and pressure are computed
from the discretization of the conservative fluid momentum and continuity equations
ρ˘n+1,k+1un+1,k+1 − ρ˘nun
∆t
+ C
(
u
(2)
adv, ρ˘
(2)
limu
(2)
lim
)
= −Gpn+ 12 ,k+1 + (Lµu)n+
1
2 ,k+1 + fn+
1
2 , (47)
D · un+1,k+1 = 0, (48)
in which the approximation to the convective derivative is given by
C
(
u
(2)
adv, ρ˘
(2)
limu
(2)
lim
)
≈
[(
∇ ·
(
u
(2)
advρ˘
(2)
limu
(2)
lim
))
i− 12 ,j
,
(
∇ ·
(
u
(2)
advρ˘
(2)
limv
(2)
lim
))
i,j− 12
]
, (49)
and uses the same velocity u
(2)
adv and density ρ˘
(2)
lim used to update ρ˘
n+1,k+1 in Eq (42). This is the key
requirement for consistent mass and momentum transport.
Results presented in Sec. 7 demonstrate that the consistent discretization is stable for density ratios of at
least 106 and produce significantly more accurate results than the inconsistent discretization for realistic two
phase flow simulations.
For the conservative form as written, the density evolves along with the velocity and pressure at all
times, with an initial value of ρ˘ directly specified on the cell faces. We note the we can instead synchronize
the face-centered density via the signed distance function (averaged to faces) at time step n, i.e., ρn =
ρ0 + (ρ1 − ρ0)H˜ (φn), while still maintaining numerical stability. When resetting the mass density in each
time step, the new density ρ˘n+1,k+1 (used in solving for u and p) is still obtained via the SSP-RK3 update;
however it is discarded at the end of the time step. When density synchronization is enabled, ρn is used in
place of ρ˘n wherever a density field is needed at time level n in Eqs. (40) – (42) and Eq. (47). Finally, we
emphasize that using a level-set synchronized density at time level n is recommended to avoid significant
distortions in the interface for high density ratio flows, which are generated by accumulation of errors in
advecting ρ˘ over the course of the simulation.3 Sec. 6.3 investigates differences between evolving and resetting
the density field, and all of the numerical examples in Sec. 7 use density synchronization.
Note that in both Eqs. (36) and (47) we only considered the volumetric body force term fn+
1
2 . One
can approximate the surface tension force f
n+ 12
s as a function of level set field by f s(φ
n+ 12 ,k+1), in which
φn+
1
2 ,k+1 = 12
(
φn+1,k+1 + φn
)
.
Finally, as discussed previously, there is no guarantee that the level set function will remain a signed
distance function under advection by an external velocity field. Thus, at the beginning of each time step, the
reinitialization procedure described in Section 3.3 is used. Reinitializion is required to accurately evaluate
3This justifies the additional computational cost incurred by level set and volume-of-fluid methods.
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regularized Heaviside functions near the interface, as needed both to determine material properties and to
evaluate interfacial forces related to surface tension.
3.6. Adaptive mesh refinement
Some cases presented in this work use a structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) framework to
discretize the equations of motion. These discretization approaches describe the computational domain as
composed of multiple grid levels, which together form a grid hierarchy. Assuming uniform and isotropic
mesh refinement, a grid hierarchy with ` levels and with a grid spacing ∆x0, ∆y0, and ∆z0 on the coarsest
grid level has grid spacings ∆xmin = ∆x0/n
`−1
ref , ∆ymin = ∆y0/n
`−1
ref , and ∆zmin = ∆z0/n
`−1
ref on the finest
grid level, in which nref is the integer refinement ratio between levels. (Although not considered here, both
the numerical method and software implementation allow for general refinement ratios.)
The locally refined meshes can be static, in that they occupy a fixed region in the domain Ω, or adaptive,
in that some criteria of interest is used to “tag” coarse cells for refinement. In our current implementation,
cells are refined based on two criteria: 1) if the local magnitude of vorticity ‖ω‖i,j = ‖∇ × u‖i,j exceeds a
relative threshold and 2) if the signed distance function φi,j is within some threshold of zero. This ensures
that the important dynamics (e.g., regions of high velocity gradients or the multiphase interfaces) are always
approximated using appropriate mesh spacings.
Each time the grid hierarchy is regenerated, quantities must be transferred from the old grid hierarchy to
the new grid hierarchy. In newly refined regions, the fluid velocity u is interpolated from the old coarse grid
using a conservative, discretely divergence- and curl-preserving interpolation scheme [52]. Similarly, the level
set φ and material properties ρ and µ are interpolated from the old coarse grid using a conservative linear
interpolation scheme, which ensures that positivity is maintained for density and viscosity. The pressure p
is interpolated using a simple non-conservative linear interpolation scheme as it is only used as an initial
approximation to the updated pressure. In newly coarsened regions, all of the quantities are defined as
conservative averages of the old fine-grid data. These interpolations are used to define ghost cell values at
the coarse-fine interface, which enables composite-grid approximations to the linear operators D·, G, Lµ,
and L℘ described earlier in Sec. 3.1. We refer readers to prior work by Griffith [53] for additional details on
the AMR discretization methods.
4. Solution methodology
This section describes the linear solvers required to compute a solution to the fully-coupled, time-
dependent incompressible Stokes system[
1
∆t℘
n+1,k+1 − 12Lµn+1,k+1 G−D· 0
] [
un+1,k+1
pn+
1
2 ,k+1
]
=
[
fu
0
]
, (50)
in which ℘n+1,k+1 is a diagonal matrix of face-centered densities corresponding to each velocity degree of
freedom (℘ ≡ ρ as defined in Eq. (34) for the non-conservative discretization, and ℘ ≡ ρ˘ as defined in
Eq. (42) for the conservative discretization), and the right-hand side of the momentum equation is lumped
into fu, whose value depends on the discretization type. For non-conservative form, it is
fu =
(
1
∆t
ρn+1,k+1 +
1
2
Lµ
n
)
un − ρn+1,k+1N
(
u
n+ 12 ,k
adv u
n+ 12 ,k
lim
)
+ fn+
1
2 + f
n+ 12
s , (51)
and for conservative form with density synchronization, it is
fu =
(
1
∆t
ρn +
1
2
Lµ
n
)
un −C
(
u
(2)
adv, ρ˘
(2)
limu
(2)
lim
)
+ fn+
1
2 + f
n+ 12
s . (52)
The operator on the left-hand side of Eq. (50) is the time-dependent incompressible staggered Stokes operator.
To solve this system of equations, we use a flexible GMRES (FGMRES) Krylov solver [54] preconditioned by
a variable-coefficient projection method solver that is hybridized with a local-viscosity solver. The efficient
preconditioner enables rapid convergence of the variable-coefficient iterative Stokes solver; between 1 and 20
Krylov iterations are observed for all cases considered here. We briefly describe the hybrid preconditioner
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here and refer the readers to the work of Griffith [28] and Cai et al. [29] for further details on the constant-
coefficient and variable-coefficient preconditioners, respectively.
4.1. Projection preconditioner
The Stokes system can be succinctly written as
B
[
xu
xp
]
=
[
A G
−D · 0
] [
xu
xp
]
=
[
bu
bp
]
, (53)
in which B is the Stokes operator, A = 1∆t℘
n+1,k+1 − 12Lµn+1,k+1 , xu and xp denote the velocity and
pressure degrees of freedom, and bu and bp = 0 denote the right-hand sides of the momentum and continuity
equations, respectively.
Saddle-point problems such as Eq. 53 are ill-conditioned, and effective preconditioning strategies are
needed to obtain scalable Krylov methods for such equations. The particular preconditioner used in the
present work is based on the fractional-step projection method, which is commonly used to solve the incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations [55, 56] in an operator-splitting manner. The conversion of the projection
method to a projection preconditioner P−1proj was described for constant material properties by Griffith [28],
and for variable material properties by Cai et al. [29].
For theoretical completeness and to interpret solver scalability results of section 6.5, we briefly outline
the derivation and form of P−1proj and provide some practical considerations for the linear solvers towards
the end of the section. To begin, we first note that for the Stokes preconditioner, xu and xp should be
interpreted as error in velocity and pressure degrees of freedom, respectively, and bu and bp 6= 0 should be
interpreted as residuals of the momentum and continuity constraint equations, respectively. As is done in
the conventional projection method, we first compute an intermediate approximation to xu by solving
Ax̂u = bu. (54)
Note that this approximation does not in general satisfy the discrete continuity equation i.e., −D · x̂u 6= bp.
This condition can be satisfied by introducing an auxiliary scalar field θ and writing out a fractional timestep
℘
xu − x̂u
∆t
= −Gθ, (55)
−D · xu = bp. (56)
Multiplying Eq. (55) by ℘−1, taking the discrete divergence D·, and substituting in Eq. (56) yields the
density-weighted Poisson problem
−D · ℘−1Gθ = −L℘θ = − 1
∆t
(bp + D · x̂u) . (57)
The updated velocity solution can be computed as
xu = x̂u −∆t℘−1Gθ. (58)
In the conventional projection method for constant viscosity, the pressure solution can be computed as
xp =
(
I− ∆t2 µL℘
)
θ. For preconditioning purposes, it was shown in [29] that a reasonable approximation
to the pressure solution in the presence of a spatially varying viscosity can be written as
xp ≈
(
I− ∆t
2
L℘2µ
)
θ, (59)
in which µ is a diagonal matrix of cell-centered viscosities corresponding to each pressure degree of freedom.
The above form of Eq. (59) comes from an approximate Schur complement of the Stokes system Eq. (53)
and we refer readers to [29] for more details. Finally, the projection preconditioner can be written in matrix
form as
P−1proj =
[
I −∆t℘−1G
0 I− ∆t2 L℘2µ
] [
I 0
0 (−L℘)−1
] [
I 0
− 1∆tD· − 1∆tI
] [
A−1 0
0 I
]
, (60)
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in which µ is a diagonal matrix of cell-centered viscosities corresponding to each pressure degree of freedom.
This preconditioner can be obtained from an approximate block factorization of the Stokes system; see Cai
et al. [29] for further details.
There are several advantages to using the projection method as a preconditioner rather than as a solver.
We summarize them here:
• The projection method is an operator splitting approach that requires the specification of artificial
boundary conditions for the velocity and pressure fields. This split affects the global order of accuracy
of the solution [57]. For example, consider the imposition of normal traction on domain boundary
points xb ∈ ∂Ω, i.e, n · σ · n = −p+ 2µ∂un∂n = F (xb, t) as detailed in Appendix B. Here, un represents
the normal velocity and F (xb, t) is the imposed function (possibly of time) defined on the boundary
∂Ω. The normal traction boundary condition requires a linear combination of discretized pressure and
velocity variables. This combination can be accounted for in the Stokes operator B directly. However,
it is not possible to split the linear combination a priori into the velocity operator A and pressure
operator L℘ used by the projection solver. In contrast, this artificial split (or artificial boundary
conditions) in the projection preconditioner 4 does not affect the final solution of velocity and pressure
obtained from the outer Krylov solver. A preconditioner can only affect the convergence rate of the
iterative solver, not the accuracy of the converged solution.
• Projection methods are derived by assuming that certain operators commute. Typically, this assump-
tion is only satisfied in the case of constant-coefficient operators defined on periodic computational
domains. For variable-coefficient operators, there is an unavoidable commutator error that is associ-
ated with using the projection method as a solver.
• Finally, using the projection method as a preconditioner is no less efficient than using it as a solver,
as demonstrated by Griffith [28] and Cai et al. [29]. Our tests in Sec. 6.5 also support these previous
findings.
We remark that in contrast with the constant coefficient projection preconditioner [28], both the Stokes
operator B and the preconditioner P−1proj will change from time step to time step, and even cycle-to-cycle,
because the density and viscosity generally will varying in both space and time. For the Krylov solver, it is
vital that B be updated every time the material properties are updated. It is easy to achieve this in practice
by using a matrix-free implementation of the present method. In contrast, we find that there is no need to
update P−1proj at the same frequency. Specifically, we find that in many cases, it is computationally efficient
to update P−1proj only every 5 to 50 time steps to avoid impairing the convergence of the FGMRES iterations.
4.2. Subdomain solvers
Because Krylov methods require only the evaluation of the action of the preconditioning operator, we
do not actually form P−1proj, which would be a dense matrix. Notice, however, that evaluating the action
of the projection preconditioner P−1proj requires the solution to momentum and pressure-Poisson equations.
In practice, these equations are only solved approximately by so-called subdomain solvers: 1) the velocity
subdomain system, which requires the (approximate) application of A−1, and 2) the pressure subdomain
system, which requires the (approximate) application of L℘
−1. We again employ iterative methods for these
inner subdomain solvers to produce approximate solutions up to a specified relative residual tolerance sub.
It is neither recommended nor required that tight tolerances be used. We find that for the cases considered
in this work, sub = 10
−2 is sufficient to produce a convergent outer solver that achieves a relative residual
tolerance of Stokes = 10
−12 for Eq. (53) within 1 to 20 FGMRES iterations, even for highly contrasting
material properties, or on highly refined grids.
For both the velocity and pressure subdomain problems, we employ a Richardson solver with a single
multigrid V-cycle of an FAC (fast adaptive composite) preconditioner [58], respectively. For each multigrid
level, for both the velocity and pressure problems, 3 iterations of Gauss-Seidel smoothing are used. The
4Since preconditioners employ homogenous versions of the boundary conditions, one can use homogeneous Dirichlet condi-
tions for pressure and homogeneous Neumann conditions for the normal velocity component. This treatment is followed in the
current work for the projection preconditioner whenever normal traction boundary conditions are employed in the fluid solver.
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solvers chosen here are shown to converge with density and viscosity contrasts up to 106 in Sec. 6. Homoge-
nous Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, similar to those used in a projection method-based solver,
are prescribed for the subdomain problems. We remark that choosing boundary conditions for the inner
solvers that are incompatible with the physical boundary conditions imposed in the outer solver can cause
the outer FGMRES iterations to fail to converge. More details on the choice of compatible subdomain solver
boundary conditions are provided by Griffith [28]. Unlike the case of a projection method-based solver,
however, the choice of these boundary conditions do not affect the final solution or the accuracy of the outer
solver so long as that outer solver converges.
5. Software implementation
The algorithms and fluid solver described here are implemented in the IBAMR library [59], which is open-
source C++ simulation software focused on immersed boundary methods with adaptive mesh refinement.
All of the numerical examples presented here are publicly available via https://github.com/IBAMR/IBAMR.
IBAMR relies on SAMRAI [60, 61] for Cartesian grid management and the AMR framework. Linear and
nonlinear solver support in IBAMR is provided by the PETSc library [62, 63, 64].
6. Solver accuracy and performance
This section investigates the accuracy and convergence rates for the multiphase flow solver, in both non-
conservative and conservative form, with various choices of boundary conditions. In all cases, the computed
solution from the solver is compared against manufactured solutions on uniform and locally refined grids.
We also demonstrate the robustness and scalability of the flow solver for highly contrasting densities and
viscosities and also under grid refinement in this section. We employ m = 2 cycles of fixed-point iteration
for all cases considered in this section. To assess the order of accuracy, errors in the cell centered pressure p
are computed using standard formulae for the L1 and L∞ norms
‖p‖1 =
Nx−1∑
i=0
Ny−1∑
j=0
|pi,j |∆x∆y, (61)
‖p‖∞ = max
xi,j∈Ω
|pi,j | . (62)
The L1 error in the face centered velocity u is computed using a simple modification for the L1 norms
described in [28], which ensures that ‖(1, 0)‖1 = ‖(0, 1)‖1 = 1; the L1 norm is computed as ‖u‖1 = ‖(u, v)‖1 =
‖u‖1 + ‖v‖1, with
‖u‖1 = 1
2
Ny−1∑
j=0
∣∣∣u− 12 ,j∣∣∣∆x∆y + Nx−1∑
i=1
Ny−1∑
j=0
∣∣∣ui− 12 ,j∣∣∣∆x∆y + 12
Ny−1∑
j=0
∣∣∣uNx− 12 ,j∣∣∣∆x∆y, (63)
‖v‖1 = 1
2
Nx−1∑
i=0
∣∣∣vi,− 12 ∣∣∣∆x∆y + Nx−1∑
i=0
Ny−1∑
j=1
∣∣∣vi,j− 12 ∣∣∣∆x∆y + 12
Nx−1∑
i=0
∣∣∣vi,Ny− 12 ∣∣∣∆x∆y. (64)
Finally, the L∞ norm of the face centered velocity is computed as ‖u‖∞ = ‖(u, v)‖∞ = max (‖u‖∞, ‖v‖∞),
with
‖u‖∞ = max
x
i− 1
2
,j
∈Ω
∣∣∣ui− 12 ,j∣∣∣ , (65)
‖v‖∞ = max
x
i,j− 1
2
∈Ω
∣∣∣vi,j− 12 ∣∣∣ . (66)
The presented convergence rates are essentially the same independent of the time at which these errors are
evaluated. Unless otherwise stated, a grid size of N ×N is used to discretize the computational domain and
a relative convergence tolerance of Stokes = 10
−12 is specified for the FGMRES solver in all of these cases.
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(a) ρ(x) (b) µ(x)
Figure 4: The (a) density and (b) viscosity fields, along with the initial velocity vectors for the manufactured solution described
in Sec. 6.1
.
For many of the manufactured solutions considered in this section, a smoothing parameter δ is used to
ensure that the density and viscosity fields are transitioned from low values to high values over a spatial region
of constant width. The specific values of δ are chosen to ensure that the coarsest grid in each convergence
study is able to resolve this region over at least 1.5 grid cells. Moreover, a constant spatial transition width
ensures that the same exact analytical solution is considered on all grids, which makes the order-of-accuracy
results consistent.
6.1. Non-conservative form: Effect of boundary conditions
We begin by considering the non-conservative set of equations, (4)–(5). A manufactured solution for
velocity and pressure is given by
u(x, t) = 2pi cos(2pix) cos(2pit− 2piy), (67)
v(x, t) = −2pi sin(2pix) sin(2pit− 2piy)− sin(2pit− 2pix), (68)
p(x, t) = −2pi sin(2pit− 2pix) cos(2pit− 2piy), (69)
together with time-independent density and viscosity fields of the form
ρ(x) = ρ0 +
ρ1
2
(
tanh
(
0.1 −√(x− 0.5)2 + (y − 0.5)2
δ
)
+ 1
)
, (70)
µ(x) = µ0 + µ1 + µ1 sin(2pix) cos(2piy), (71)
The density, viscosity, and initial velocity fields are shown in Fig. 4. Plugging Eqs. (67)-(71) into the non-
conservative momentum equation (4) yields a forcing term f(x, t) that produces the specified solution. We set
ρ0 = 1, ρ1 = −ρ0 +103, µ0 = 10−4, and µ1 = −µ0 +10−2, which yields variations in density and viscosity are
set to be similar to that of air and water. The computational domain is the unit square, Ω = [0, L]2 = [0, 1]2.
The smoothing parameter is set to δ = 0.05L.
We impose periodic boundary conditions in the x-direction and various boundary conditions in the y-
direction. The boundary conditions in the y-direction are:
• specified normal and tangential velocities, denoted as “vel-vel”;
• specified normal velocity with specified tangential traction, denoted as “vel-tra”;
• specified normal traction with specified tangential velocity, denoted as “tra-vel”;
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Figure 5: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of grid size N for the non-conservative manufactured solution with
periodic boundary conditions: (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence rate for p.
• specified normal and tangential tractions, denoted as “tra-tra”;
• periodic boundary conditions denotes as “periodic”.
The maximum velocities in the domain for this manufactured solution are O(1), hence a relevant time scale
is L/U with U = 1. Errors in the velocity and pressure are computed at time T = tU/L = 0.1 with a
uniform time step ∆t = 1/(15.625N), which yields an approximate CFL number of 0.5. Figs. 5–9 show the
discrete L1 and L∞ errors for velocity and pressure as a function of grid size. Second-order convergence
rates are observed for both velocity and pressure in both norms. We note that at lower resolutions, the
pointwise convergence rates at coarser resolutions are less than two for vel-vel boundary conditions (see
Fig. 6(a)), although second-order convergence rates are ultimately obtained on finer grids. We remark that
reduction in accuracy at lower resolution is observed for small base viscosity; at higher (base) viscosities,
we see second-order convergence rates at all the resolutions considered for the vel-vel boundary conditions
(data not shown). This is also consistent with what was observed for the unsplit discretization of the
constant coefficient incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in Griffith [28]. These tests show that the present
numerical discretization and boundary treatment maintains the pointwise second-order accuracy for a variety
of physical boundary conditions.
6.2. Non-conservative form: Effect of density and viscosity ratios
Next, we verify the accuracy of the solver/discretization for a wide range of density and viscosity ratios.
A manufactured solution for the non-conservative form is taken to be
u(x, t) = − cos(2pit− 2pix) sin(2pit− 2piy), (72)
v(x, t) = sin(2pit− 2pix) cos(2pit− 2piy) + cos(t− 2pix), (73)
p(x, t) = sin(2pit− 2pix) sin(2pit− 2piy), (74)
with time-independent density and viscosity fields,
ρ(x) = ρ0
(
Rρ − 1
2
tanh
(
0.1 −√(x− 0.5)2 + (y − 0.5)2
δ
)
+
Rρ + 1
2
)
, (75)
µ(x) = µ0
(
Rµ − 1
2
tanh
(
0.1 −√(x− 0.5)2 + (y − 0.5)2
δ
)
+
Rµ + 1
2
)
. (76)
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Figure 6: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of grid size N for the non-conservative manufactured solution with
specified normal and tangential velocity (vel-vel) boundary conditions: (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence rate for p.
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Figure 7: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of grid size N for the non-conservative manufactured solution with
specified normal velocity and tangential traction (vel-tra) boundary conditions: (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence rate
for p.
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Figure 8: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of grid size N for the non-conservative manufactured solution with
specified normal traction and tangential velocity (tra-vel) boundary conditions: (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence rate
for p.
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Figure 9: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of grid size N for the non-conservative manufactured solution with
specified normal and tangential traction (tra-tra) boundary conditions: (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence rate for p.
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(a) ρ(x) (b) µ(x)
Figure 10: The (a) density and (b) viscosity fields, along with the initial velocity vectors for the manufactured solution described
in Sec. 6.2.
Physically, this describes a “bubble” centered in the computational domain Ω = [0, L]2 = [0, 1]2. The density
(viscosity) in the domain varies smoothly between ρ0 (µ0) outside of the domain to Rρ ·ρ0 (Rµ ·µ0), indicating
a density (viscosity) ratio of Rρ (Rµ). The smoothing parameter is set to δ = 0.03L. The density, viscosity,
and initial velocity fields are shown in Fig. 10.
The effect of varying density ratio Rρ is considered first. The outer viscosity is set to µ0 = 10
−4
with viscosity ratio Rµ = 10
1, while the outer density is set to ρ0 = 10
0. Density ratios of Rρ =
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106 are considered. For all physical boundaries, specified normal velocity and tan-
gential traction boundary conditions are used. The maximum velocities in the domain for this manufactured
solution are O(1), hence a relevant time scale is L/U with U = 1. Errors in the velocity and pressure are
computed at time T = tU/L = 0.1 using a uniform time step ∆t = 1/(6.25N), which yields an approximate
CFL number of 0.3.
Fig. 11 shows the L1 and L∞ errors for velocity and pressure as a function of grid size. Second-order
convergence rates are achieved for velocity and pressure in both norms. It is clear that for a given grid size,
the error increases as a function of density ratio. Additionally, this increase in error is more pronounced in
the pressure than in the velocity. This is unsurprising: high density ratio simulations need to be adequately
refined in order to accurately resolve the pressure jump across a dense region. We remark that for many
air-water interface impact problems that are prevalent in ocean and marine engineering, pressure forces
dominate viscous traction. Therefore, high accuracy in the pressure is desirable for this class of applications.
Next, we consider the effect of varying viscosity ratio. The outer density is set to ρ0 = 10
0 with density ra-
tio Rρ = 10
1, while the outer viscosity is set to µ0 = 10
−4. Viscosity ratios of Rµ = 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106
are considered. The same grid sizes and time step from the varying density case are used.
Fig. 12 shows the L1 and L∞ errors for velocity and pressure as a function of grid size. We again observe
second-order convergence rates for both velocity and pressure. At a given grid size, the errors increase as a
function of viscosity ratio, although the growth is not as significant as in the varying density case. These
tests show that the present numerical discretization maintains the desired order of accuracy for a wide range
of fluid properties.
6.3. Conservative form: Effect of density evolution and synchronization
In this next case, we verify the effect of consistent mass density update and conservative discretization on
the order of accuracy of the computed solution. For this test case we take the velocity and pressure solutions
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Figure 11: Errors as a function of grid size N for varying density ratios ρR = 10
1−106 with ρ0 = 100 and constant viscosity ratio
µR = 10
1 with µ0 = 10−4 for a non-conservative manufactured solution. Normal velocity and tangential traction boundary
conditions are specified at all physical boundaries in every case. (a) L1 convergence rate for u; (b) L∞ convergence rate for u;
(c) L1 convergence rate for p; (d) L∞ convergence rate for p.
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Figure 12: Errors as a function of grid size N for varying viscosity ratios µR = 10
1 − 106 with µ0 = 10−4 and constant density
ratio ρR = 10
1 with ρ0 = 100 for a non-conservative manufactured solution. Normal velocity and tangential traction boundary
conditions are specified at all physical boundaries in every case. (a) L1 convergence rate for u; (b) L∞ convergence rate for u;
(c) L1 convergence rate for p; (d) L∞ convergence rate for p.
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(a) ρ(x, 0) (b) µ(x)
Figure 13: The (a) initial density and (b) viscosity fields, along with the initial velocity vectors for the manufactured solution
described in Sec. 6.3.
to be
u(x, t) = −y cos(t), (77)
v(x, t) = x cos(t), (78)
p(x, t) = sin(t) sin(x) sin(y), (79)
and we prescribe
ρ(x, t) = ρ0 +
ρ1
2
(
tanh
(
0.1 −
√
x2 + y2
δ
)
+ 1
)
+ x cos(sin(t)) + y sin(sin(t)) + 2, (80)
µ(x) = µ0 + µ1 + µ1 sin(2pix) cos(2piy). (81)
Plugging Eqs. (67)–(81) into the conservative momentum equation (1) yields a forcing term f(x, t) that pro-
duces the desired conservative manufactured solution. Moreover, it can be verified that the time-dependent
density function in Eq. (80) satisfies the conservative mass balance equation (3). Also notice that density
function in Eq. (80) is only C0 continuous, and, in particular, that it has singular spatial derivatives at the
origin. We remark that unlike the non-conservative form of equations, in which an arbitrary density function
can be selected for the manufactured solution, constructing manufactured solutions for the conservative form
is non-trivial because the velocity and density fields must satisfy both the mass balance and divergence-free
condition. The viscosity and initial velocity and density fields are shown in Fig. 13.
For this case, the variations in density are set to ρ0 = 1 and ρ1 = 10
3−ρ0, and the variations in viscosity
are set to µ0 = 10
−2 and µ1 = 1−µ0. The computational domain is Ω = [−L,L]2 = [−1, 1]2. The smoothing
parameter is set to δ = 0.05L. Normal velocity and tangential traction boundary conditions are used at
all physical boundaries. The maximum velocities in the domain for this manufactured solution are O(1),
hence a relevant time scale is L/U with U = 1. Errors in the velocity and pressure are computed at time
T = tU/L = 0.6 with a uniform time step size ∆t = 1/(1.042N), which yields an approximate CFL number
of 0.5.
As a first test, we consider the evolution of density along with velocity and pressure. The time-
independent viscosity is set at the initial time and is not evolved during the simulation. Fig. 14 shows
the L1 and L∞ errors for velocity, pressure, and density as a function of grid size. Second-order convergence
rates are achieved for velocity and pressure in both norms. The convergence rate for the L1 density error is
at least second order. Local reductions in pointwise convergence rates (less than second-order) are seen for
density. This can be attributed to the C0 spatial continuity of ρ(x, t). We do indeed obtain full second-order
convergence rates for all norms when considering a smooth density manufactured solution (see Appendix C).
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Figure 14: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of grid size N for the conservative manufactured solution with
specified normal velocity and tangential traction boundary conditions on all boundaries. In these cases, the density ρ is not
reset between time steps. (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence rate for p; (c) convergence rate for ρ.
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In our next test, we consider the same conservative manufactured solution as above, but we instead reset
the density field at the beginning of each time step by computing the face-centered ρn directly from Eq. (80)
at time tn. Hence, within each time step, ρn is numerically evolved to ρ˘n+1,k+1 using the SSP-RK3 update
described in Sec. 3.5.2. To wit, the density evolution reads as
ρ˘(1) = ρn −∆tR (unadv,ρnlim) , (82)
ρ˘(2) =
3
4
ρn +
1
4
ρ˘(1) − 1
4
∆tR
(
u
(1)
adv, ρ˘
(1)
lim
)
, (83)
ρ˘n+1,k+1 =
1
3
ρn +
2
3
ρ˘(2) − 2
3
∆tR
(
u
(2)
adv, ρ˘
(2)
lim
)
. (84)
This evolved quantity is only used in the conservative discretization of the momentum equation (47). Upon
numerically solving for the velocity and pressure, this density approximation is discarded and we begin the
next time step with ρn+1 computed from Eq. (80) at time tn+1. On the final time step, the density error
norms are computed with respect to the evolved ρ˘ in order to determine the order of accuracy of a single
time step of SSP-RK3 integration. This density resetting procedure emulates the level set synchronization
approach described in Sec. 3.5.2, which is used in all of the numerical examples presented in Sec. 7. This
methodology is commonly used in other interface capturing models as well, such as volume of fluid [1] and
phase field [65] approaches, in which the material properties are set via an auxiliary indicator function.
Fig. 15 shows the L1 and L∞ errors for velocity, pressure, and density as a function of grid size. We
again observe full second-order convergence rates for velocity and pressure. We also no longer see a reduction
in the order of accuracy for density, even for the C0 density field; this is because the error is essentially
computed after a single time step of density evolution. These tests therefore show that the present numerical
discretization maintains the desired order of accuracy for a conservative formulation with consistent mass
update.
6.4. Non-conservative/Conservative form: Effect of local mesh refinement
We now consider the non-conservative and conservative manufactured solutions of the previous sec-
tions, 6.1 and 6.3, on locally refined grids and analyze the error convergence rate. In all of the cases
considered here, we use ` = 2 mesh levels with a refinement ratio of nref = 4. The refined region is always
assigned to the center of the domain, which contains the dense region, as shown in Fig. 16. It should be
noted that for practical multiphase simulations, we always restrict the fluid-gas interface to the finest mesh
level in the grid hierarchy.
In our first test, we consider the non-conservative manufactured solution detailed in Sec. 6.1. We con-
sider vel-tra boundary conditions, i.e., periodic boundary conditions in the x-direction and specified normal
velocity and tangential traction in the y-direction. Fig. 17 shows the L1 and L∞ errors for velocity and
pressure as a function of coarsest grid spacing. We again obtain second-order convergence rates for velocity
and pressure on the locally refined grid.
Next, we consider the conservative manufactured solution described in Sec. 6.3. In this case, we do not
reset the density at the beginning of time steps. Fig. 18 shows the L1 and L∞ errors for velocity, pressure,
and density as a function of coarsest grid spacing. The observed convergence rates observed on this locally
refined mesh are nearly identical to those shown for the uniform mesh case.
6.5. Conservative form: Solver scalability
Finally, we investigate the scalability of the preconditioned FGMRES solver for the staggered Stokes
system given by Eq. (53) and also show the linear solver iteration results for the velocity and pressure
subdomain problems. A bubble is placed in a computational domain Ω = [0, L]2 with L = 1, which is
discretized by an N ×N grid. The radius of the bubble is R = 0.2L with initial center position (X0, Y0) =
(L/2, L/2). The bubble has density ρi and viscosity µi and is placed within ambient fluid of density ρo and
µo. The density and viscosity jump is smeared over ncells = 2.5 grid cells on each side of the interface and
harmonic averaging is used to average viscosity from cell-centers to nodes of the staggered grid. The initial
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Figure 15: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of grid size N for the conservative manufactured solution with
specified normal velocity and tangential traction boundary conditions on all boundaries. In these cases, the density ρ is reset
between time steps. (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence rate for p; (c) convergence rate for ρ.
(a) Non-conservative (b) Conservative
Figure 16: Velocity vectors and pressure field plotted on the grid hierarchy used for the locally refined mesh convergence study.
In both figures, the purple box indicates a locally refined grid with grid spacing ∆xmin = ∆x0/4.
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Figure 17: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of coarsest grid spacing ∆x0 for the non-conservative manufactured
solution described in Sec. 6.1 on a locally refined mesh. The specified boundary conditions are normal velocity and tangential
traction (vel-tra). (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence rate for p.
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Figure 18: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of coarsest grid spacing ∆x0 for the conservative manufactured
solution with specified normal velocity and tangential traction boundary conditions on all boundaries. In these cases, the
density ρ is not reset between time steps. (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence rate for p; (c) convergence rate for ρ.
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Figure 19: The initial location of the air-suspended water droplet, and the initial velocity vectors for the problem set up
described in Sec. 6.5.
velocity and pressure are set to
u(x, 0) = cos(2pix) sin(2piy), (85)
v(x, 0) = − sin(2pix) cos(2piy), (86)
p(x, 0) = 0. (87)
Homogenous normal velocity and homogeneous tangential traction boundary conditions are used at all sides
of the domain, and homogenous Neumann boundary conditions for φ, ρ, and µ are specified on ∂Ω. No
additional body forces are applied to the momentum equations (i.e., f(x, t) = 0). The maximum velocities
in the domain for this manufactured solution are O(1), hence a relevant time scale is L/U with U = 1. Each
case is run until T = tU/L = 0.1 with a uniform time step ∆t = 1/(3.125N), which yields an approximate
CFL number of 0.3. Residual values are presented at the final time from the second fixed-point cycle.
In the first case, the bubble is set to have ρi = 10
3 and µi = 8.9×10−4, and the exterior fluid is set to have
ρo = 1.225 and µo = 1.81× 10−5. This corresponds to the material properties of water and air, respectively,
in meter-kilogram-second (MKS) units. The initial problem set up is shown in Fig. 19. The Reynolds
number based on the properties of the exterior fluid, the diameter of the bubble, and the maximum initial
velocity in the domain is Re = 2.71×104. The subdomain solvers with loose relative convergence tolerance of
sub = 10
−2 are used for this problem. For the outer FGMRES solver, a tight relative convergence tolerance
of Stokes = 10
−16 is employed. Fig. 20 summarizes iteration results for the three linear solvers considered.
We only show residual data for the velocity and pressure solves from the final FGMRES iteration of each
simulation, although we note that each outer iteration requires essentially the same number of inner solver
iterations. Hence, the number of inner solver V-cycles per Stokes cycle can be approximated as the number
of subdomain solver iterations multiplied by the number of FGMRES iterations shown in Fig. 20(c). For the
velocity subdomain solver at all grid sizes, we see that it only takes a single iteration to reduce the residual
by several orders of magnitude, well below the desired tolerance. This is expected for this particular case
because the system is strongly diagonally dominant. For the pressure subdomain solver, we see that it takes
between three and six iterations to reduce the relative residual below sub. Although the required number of
iterations increases as a function of grid size, it does so at only a modest rate. For the full staggered Stokes
system, the FGMRES solver converges to machine precision within five iterations for all the grid sizes N .
To converge the Stokes system for the wide range of grid sizes shown here to a relative residual tolerance of
Stokes = 10
−12, we would expect to carry out around 3–4 velocity V-cycles and 12–18 pressure V-cycles. To
obtain accurate results for practical multiphase fluid flow problems, it is reasonable to converge the Stokes
system to a relative residual of around 10−6, requiring only a single FGMRES iteration, a single V-cycle for
the velocity and around 3–6 V-cycles for the pressure.
In the second case, the bubble is set to have ρi = 1 and µi = 8.9× 10−3, whereas the outside fluid is set
to have ρo = 1.225× 10−3 and µo = 1.81× 10−4. This corresponds to the material properties of water and
air, respectively, in centimeter-gram-second (CGS) units. The Reynolds number based on the properties of
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(c) Stokes solver residuals
Figure 20: Relative residual as a function of iteration count for the final solves of the water bubble problem described in Sec. 6.5,
for varying grid sizes N = 32 − 1024. MKS units are used to specify the material properties of both water and air, yielding
a Reynolds number of Re = 2.71 × 104. (a) Velocity subdomain solver relative residual ‖Ax̂u − bu‖2 / ‖bu‖2 vs. number of
iterations. (b) Pressure subdomain solver relative residual
∥∥−L℘θ + 1∆t (bp +D · x̂u)∥∥2 / ∥∥− 1∆t (bp +D · x̂u)∥∥2 vs. number
of iterations. (c) Staggered Stokes solver relative residual ‖Bx− b‖2 / ‖b‖2 vs. number of iterations.
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Figure 21: Relative residual as a function of iteration count for the final solves of the water bubble problem described in Sec. 6.5,
for varying grid sizes N = 32 − 1024. CGS units are used to specify the material properties of both water and air, yielding
a Reynolds number of Re = 2.71 × 100. (a) Velocity subdomain solver relative residual ‖Ax̂u − bu‖2 / ‖bu‖2 vs. number of
iterations. (b) Pressure subdomain solver relative residual
∥∥−L℘θ + 1∆t (bp +D · x̂u)∥∥2 / ∥∥− 1∆t (bp +D · x̂u)∥∥2 vs. number
of iterations. (c) Staggered Stokes solver relative residual ‖Bx− b‖2 / ‖b‖2 vs. number of iterations.
the exterior fluid, the diameter of the bubble, and the maximum initial velocity in the domain is Re = 2.71.
Fig. 21 summarizes iteration results for the three linear solvers considered. In contrast with the higher
Reynolds number case, it generally takes between two and three iterations for the velocity subdomain solver
to converge below the desired tolerance. Again, this is expected, because at this Reynolds number, A is not
as diagonally dominant. Similarly, the pressure subdomain solver requires between two and three iterations
for all grid sizes. The full staggered Stokes system requires between 14 and 19 iterations to converge to
machine precision. Hence, to converge the Stokes system to a relative residual tolerance of Stokes = 10
−12,
we would expect to carry out around 20–39 velocity V-cycles and a comparable number of pressure V-cycles.
To achieve a relative residual tolerance of 10−6, we would expect to carry out around 6–9 V-cycles for both
the velocity and pressure.
The results here suggest that the preconditioned iterative solver is scalable for high density and high
viscosity ratio flows, including practical air-water interfacial flows at both low and high Reynolds numbers.
The number of iterations required to converge the outer and inner solvers are relatively insensitive to grid
size. Similar convergence behaviors are observed for other combinations of physical boundary conditions
(results not shown). In the following sections, we mainly focus on multiphase flows involving air-water
interaction, for which the solver parameters discussed here are reasonably efficient.
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7. Numerical examples
This section investigates several multiphase flow problems to verify the accuracy, consistency, and sta-
bility of the present numerical method. Both conservative and non-conservative formulations are used, and
differences between the formulations are examined. We also compare our results to benchmark problems
drawn from the multiphase flow literature. We employ m = 2 cycles of fixed-point iteration for all the exam-
ples in this section. We note that errors lower than machine precision may be truncated during computation,
and we only report errors lower than 10−16 as ≤ 10−16.
7.1. Static bubble with surface tension
We first demonstrate that our treatment of surface tension is well-balanced with respect to the treatment
of the pressure gradient in the hydrostatic limit. A bubble is placed in a computational domain Ω = [0, L]2
with L = 1, which is discretized by a uniform N ×N grid. The radius of the bubble is R = 0.25L with initial
center position (X0, Y0) = (L/2, L/2). Both the fluids inside and outside the bubble are initially at rest. Zero
normal and tangential velocity boundary conditions are imposed on the boundaries of the computational
domain. The only momentum body force considered for this case is the surface tension force; other body
forces such as gravity are neglected. The conservative discretization is used for all cases considered here, but
the non-conservative discretization yields similar results because these flows are not dominated by convection
(data not shown). A relative convergence tolerance of Stokes = 10
−15 is specified for the FGMRES solver,
which can corresponds to absolute tolerances in the range of 10−10 − 10−15. Two grid cells (ncells = 2) of
smearing are used on either side of the interface.
As a first test case, we consider an inviscid flow with inner and outer viscosities µi = µo = 0. The
grid size is taken to be N = 80, and a constant time step size ∆t = 1/(12.5N) is used. Density ratios of
ρi/ρo = 1, 10
3, and 106 are considered, and each case is run for 50 time steps. For this particular case, the
surface tension should exactly balance the pressure difference across the interface, resulting in a stationary
bubble with zero velocity everywhere in the domain. The exact pressure difference is analytically given by
the Young-Laplace equation
∆pexact = σκ =
σ
R
, (88)
in which the surface tension coefficient is set to σ = 73, and the exact curvature of the bubble is κ = 1/R.
This case has been extensively investigated by a number of previous studies, including Williams et al. [35],
Francois et al. [51], and Patel and Natarajan [25]. If an unbalanced treatment of surface tension and
pressure gradient is used, significant parasitic currents will be generated during the first time step, and the
exact pressure jump will not be captured. As in previous studies, we use the exact curvature for the surface
tension force calculation. Because the fluid should remain at rest, any nonzero velocities are the result of
solver error. We assess the accuracy of the solver in terms of the L1 and L∞ norms of the velocity along
with the relative error in the pressure jump
E(∆p) =
|∆p−∆pexact|
|∆pexact| , (89)
in which ∆p = pi − po is the numerically computed pressure difference across the interface and ∆pexact =
73/0.25 = 292. Tables 1 and 2 show the errors in velocity and pressure at t = ∆t and t = 50∆t, respectively.
For all density ratios, we see that the errors are close to machine precision, indicating negligible spurious
currents and a numerical balance between pressure and surface tension forces.
Next, we consider the temporal evolution of velocity and pressure errors for a viscous droplet suspended
in fluid. We consider the same geometric parameters as the previous example for the bubble and the domain
size. The density ratio is held fixed at ρi/ρo = 10
3, and we consider grids with N = 40, 80, 160, and 320. A
constant time step size of ∆t = 1/(50N) is used, and the surface tension coefficient is again set to σ = 73.
The viscosity in each fluid is determined using the dimensionless Laplace number La = ρDσ/µ2 = 12000, in
which D = 2R is the diameter of the bubble. Using the parameters described here yields a viscosity ratio of
µi/µo = 31.62, and both fluids are initially at rest. In contrast with the previous example, here the curvature
is computed directly from the level set function. Time is nondimensionalized using the capillary time scale
tσ =
√
ρoD3/σ. Similar cases have been numerically investigated by Popinet [66] and by Abadie et al. [67].
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Table 1: Errors in velocity and pressure after a single time step for the two-dimensional static and inviscid bubble. The exact
curvature κ = 1/R is used for the surface tension force calculation.
Errors at t = ∆t
ρi/ρo ‖u‖1 ‖u‖∞ E(∆p)
1 3.76× 10−14 1.11× 10−13 9.95× 10−14
103 2.03× 10−15 1.20× 10−13 ≤ 10−16
106 8.44× 10−13 4.73× 10−11 5.84× 10−16
Table 2: Errors in velocity and pressure after a 50 time steps for the two-dimensional static and inviscid bubble. Exact curvature
κ = 1/R is used for the surface tension force calculation.
Errors at t = 50∆t
ρi/ρo ‖u‖1 ‖u‖∞ E(∆p)
1 4.17× 10−16 9.36× 10−15 5.84× 10−16
103 1.95× 10−14 5.16× 10−13 ≤ 10−16
106 3.61× 10−12 1.81× 10−10 ≤ 10−16
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Figure 22: Temporal evolution of errors for a viscous bubble with ρi/ρo = 10
3 and La = 12000, for grid sizes N = 40 –
320. Here, curvature is computed numerically from the level set function. (a) Pressure difference relative error E(∆p) vs.
nondimensional time. (b) L1 norm of velocity vs. nondimensional time. (c) L∞ norm of velocity vs. nondimensional time.
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Figure 23: Velocity vectors and pressure of the static bubble with ρi/ρo = 10
3 and La = 12000, for grid size N = 320 at time
t/tσ = 60.41. Curvature is computed numerically from the level set function.
Fig. 22 shows the time evolution of E(∆p), ‖u‖1, and ‖u‖∞. We observe that the errors do not grow sub-
stantially as a function of time, and that each computation maintains stability. These results are consistent
with the results of other level set based multiphase flow solvers. In particular, it is known that the reinitial-
ization procedure will slightly shift the interface every time step, which can prevent the spurious velocities
from decaying to machine precision [67]. In contrast, certain geometric VOF methods exhibit exponential
decay of the spurious velocities because of the absence of any redistancing process [66]. Nonetheless, the
errors shown in shown in Fig. 22 decrease as the resolution increases, yielding convergence rates of 1.98 for
E(∆p), 1.94 for ‖u‖1, and 1.75 for ‖u‖∞ between the two finest cases N = 160 and N = 320. Fig. 23 shows
the velocity vectors and pressure for the finest case N = 320 at t/tσ = 60.41. Although we do see some
spurious velocities across the computational domain, the large internal pressure required to maintain the
bubble’s shape is accurately resolved. These results indicate that the surface tension treatment described
here is well-balanced and does not significantly reduce the expected order of accuracy of the fluid solver.
7.2. Gas/liquid tank
This section demonstrates that our treatment of the gravitational body force is well-balanced with respect
to the treatment of the pressure gradient. The computational domain Ω = [0, L]2 with L = 1 is filled halfway
from y = 0 to y = L/2 with a heavy fluid of density ρh. The remainder of the tank, from y = L/2 to y = L,
is occupied by a lighter fluid with density ρl = 1, and the density ratio ρh/ρl is varied. The viscosity is set
to zero for both fluids, µl = µh = 0. The domain is discretized by a uniform N ×N grid, and both the fluids
are initially at rest. A gravitational acceleration g = (0,−gy) = (0,−9.81) is specified, and surface tension
is neglected. The conservative discretization is used for all cases considered here, but we found that the
non-conservative discretization yields similar results because these flows are not dominated by convection
(data not shown). A relative convergence tolerance of Stokes = 10
−15 is specified for the FGMRES solver,
and two grid cells of smearing (ncells = 2) are used on either side of the interface.
As a first test case, we prescribe homogenous normal velocity conditions on the left, bottom, and right
boundaries and homogenous normal traction conditions on the top boundary along with homogenous tan-
gential velocity conditions on all boundaries of the computational domain. The grid is held fixed with size
N = 100 and a constant time step size ∆t = 1/(10N) is used. Density ratios of ρh/ρl = 10
1, 103, and 106
are considered and each case is run for 50 time steps. For this particular case, the gravitational force should
exactly balance the pressure difference across the interface, resulting in a stationary tank of fluid with zero
velocity everywhere in the domain. Similar cases has been computationally investigated by Montazeri et
al. [68] and by Patel and Natarajan [25]. Because the pressure is defined on cell-centers of the staggered
grid, the analytical pressure jump for this problem can be computed by integrating the momentum equation
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Table 3: Errors in velocity and pressure after a single time step for the two-dimensional static and inviscid fluid column.
Errors at t = ∆t
ρh/ρl ‖u‖∞ E(∆p)
101 2.53× 10−16 5.45× 10−15
103 7.21× 10−15 9.32× 10−14
106 4.40× 10−12 5.42× 10−12
Table 4: Errors in velocity and pressure after a 50 time steps for the two-dimensional static and inviscid fluid column.
Errors at t = 50∆t
ρh/ρl ‖u‖∞ E(∆p)
101 ≤ 10−16 1.33× 10−16
103 ≤ 10−16 ≤ 10−16
106 1.62× 10−16 1.92× 10−16
(ignoring velocity terms):∫ L−∆y/2
∆y/2
∇p(y) dy =
∫ L−∆y/2
∆y/2
ρ(y)g dy = −gy
(∫ L−∆y/2
L/2
ρl dy +
∫ L/2
∆y/2
ρh dy
)
⇒∆pexact = p
∣∣∣∣L−∆y/2
∆y/2
= −1
2
gy (ρh + ρl) (L−∆y) , (90)
in which the pressure is evaluated at the cell centers adjacent to the top and bottom computational boundaries
and ∆y = L/N is the vertical grid spacing for this particular problem. If an unbalanced treatment of gravity
and pressure gradient is used, significant parasitic currents will be generated, and the exact pressure jump
will not be captured. Similar to the static bubble case in the previous section, two quantitative measurements
are used to assess the accuracy of the simulation: the L∞ norm in velocity, and the relative error in pressure
jump E(∆p) using the numerically computed pressure difference between y = ∆y/2 and y = L−∆y/2, and
the exact pressure difference ∆pexact = −9.81/2× (ρh + ρl)× (1− 0.01).
Tables 3 and 4 show the errors in velocity and pressure at t = ∆t and t = 50∆t, respectively. For all
density ratios considered, we see that the errors are close to machine precision, indicating negligible spurious
currents and a numerical balance between pressure and gravitational body force.
Next, we consider the dynamic case of a tank being filled with fluid. The same numerical parameters
from the previous case are used, except that the normal velocity at the bottom boundary is set to be unity.
Over time, the fluid will displace the gas out of the domain until the tank consists only of the fluid phase.
Only the case for density ratio of ρh/ρl = 10
3 is presented here, although the results are similar for a
wide range of density ratios. Montazeri et al. demonstrated that the use of an unbalanced formulation will
produce significant interface deformation resulting from the spurious currents, which eventually destabilizes
the computation [68].
Fig. 24 shows three snapshots in time for the evolution of the filling water tank. We see the fluid-gas in-
terface evolve upward with no deformation because negligible spurious horizontal velocities generated. These
cases demonstrate that even though we are treating gravity as a momentum body force acting throughout
the entire domain (and not as an interfacial force as done in by Montazeri et al. [68]), the staggered-grid
discretization provides a well-balanced pressure gradient and gravity forcing. The reason is attributed to the
fact that the pressure gradient and the gravity forces are defined at the same spatial location, namely, the
Cartesian grid faces. It was also recently recognized by Patel and Natarajan [25] that it is not necessary to
express gravity force in terms of a gradient operator to obtain a well-balanced formulation.
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(a) t = 0.0 (b) t = 0.2 (c) t = 0.4
Figure 24: Temporal evolution of a tank being filled with heavy liquid for ρh/ρl = 10
3 and N = 100. Velocity vectors are
denoted by arrows (→, black).
7.3. Convection of high density droplet
In this section, we demonstrate the importance of consistent mass and momentum transport to achieve
stability in high density ratio flows. A dense bubble is placed in a fully periodic computational domain
Ω = [0, L]2 with L = 1, which is discretized by an N ×N grid. The radius of the bubble is R = 0.2L with
initial center position (X0, Y0) = (L/4, L/2). The density ratio between the bubble and the outer fluid is
ρi/ρo = 10
6, and the viscosity is set to µ = 0 in the entire domain. The initial velocity is set via a smoothed
Heaviside function defined on faces
H˜f
i− 12 ,j
=

0, φi− 12 ,j < −∆x
1
2
(
1 + 1∆xφi− 12 ,j +
1
pi sin
(
pi
∆xφi− 12 ,j
))
, |φi− 12 ,j | ≤ ∆x
1, otherwise
(91)
in which φ(x, 0) =
√
(x−X0)2 + (y − Y0)2−R is the initial signed distance function away from the circular
interface and the face centered level set is obtained by averaging φ in the two adjacent cell centers φi− 12 ,j =
1
2 (φi−1,j + φi,j). The initial horizontal velocity u(x, 0) is set to be unity inside the bubble and zero outside
the bubble, i.e. ui− 12 ,j = 1− H˜
f
i− 12 ,j
. The vertical velocity v is initialized to be identically zero.
Notice that this initial velocity profile is not discretely divergence-free. Because this is an inviscid case,
numerical instabilities and errors that are generated during the first time step can persist for the duration
of the simulation. Hence, we apply a density-weighted projection to construct a discretely mass-conserving
initial velocity up(x, 0). This can be achieved by numerically solving the Poisson problem
−D ·
(
1
ρ(x, 0)
Gψ(x)
)
= −D · u(x, 0), (92)
for ψ(x) and then adding its gradient to the initial velocity field,
up(x, 0) = u(x, 0)− 1
ρ(x, 0)
Gψ(x). (93)
This problem has been studied numerically by Bussman et al. [17], Desjardins and Moureau [20], Ghods and
Herrmann [21], and Patel and Natarajan [25]. For all of the following cases, the density is set via the level
set function at the beginning of each time step with one grid cell of smearing (ncells = 1) on either side of the
interface. We find that smearing over two or more cells leads to a more distorted interface for this particular
problem. This is expected because analytically the dense bubble mimics a thick solid blob, but numerically,
as the interface of the blob thickens, it acts more like a fluidic blob whose interface tends to “flow” under
the pressure drag. Each case is run until t = 1 with a constant time step size of ∆t = 1/(31.25N). Under
the prescribed conditions, the dense rigid blob should maintain its circular shape and return exactly to its
initial position, analytically.
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(a) N = 32, t = 1 (b) N = 64, t = 1
(c) N = 128, t = 0.5 (d) N = 256, t = 0.5
Figure 25: Initial condition/exact solution (---, red) and numerical solution (—, black) for convection of a high density droplet
with density ratio ρi/ρo = 10
6 and initial velocity up(x, 0). Inconsistent transport of mass and momentum occurs while
employing a non-conservative momentum integrator. PPM is used for advection of the level set and CUI limiter is used for the
convective operator. (a) Grid size N = 32 at time t = 1 (b) Grid size N = 64 at time t = 1 (c) Grid size N = 128 at time
t = 0.5; the simulation becomes unstable shortly after the shown time (d) Grid size N = 256 at time t = 0.5; the simulation
becomes unstable shortly after the shown time
As a first test, we demonstrate the importance of consistent mass and momentum transport for the
stability of high density ratio flows. Fig. 25 shows the shape of the bubble for four different grid spacings,
N = 32, 64, 128, 256, when simulated with inconsistent mass and momentum transport, i.e., by using a
non-conservative momentum integrator. There is clear distortion in the bubble at time t = 1 at the lower
resolutions (Figs. 25(a) and 25(b)), whereas the simulations quickly become unstable at higher grid resolu-
tions (Figs. 25(c) and 25(d)). Lowering the time step even further did not resolve these stability problems.
However the simulations are stable when using consistent mass and momentum transport (Fig. 26), and the
bubble’s shape converges towards the analytical solution as the resolution increases. The bubble’s distortion
at lower resolutions can be attributed to discretization errors from advection and interface tracking. For
these cases, xsPPM7 is used to advect the level set, and CUI limiters are used for mass and convective fluxes.
Therefore, these cases also demonstrate that the level set and mass updates can have dissimilar limiters and
still maintain numerical stability for the consistent and conservative momentum integrator. This is in con-
trast to the numerical scheme of Patel and Natarajan [25], which remains consistent only when same limiter
is employed for the advection of algebraic VOF-scalar and momentum flux.
We next demonstrate the importance of using a CBC satisfying limiter for the mass density update.
We consider the same simulation parameters above (for the consistent transport case) at a grid resolution
of N = 256 and compare the shape of the bubble at t = 1 for four different limiters: xsPPM7 [46] along
with high resolution versions of CUI [22], M-Gamma [22], and FBICS [24]. Figs. 27(a)–27(c) show the
shape of the bubble for the CUI, M-Gamma, and FBICS limiters. All of these limiters maintain numerical
stability and produce reasonable results when compared to the analytical solution. Results for the PPM
limiter are not shown here because the simulation quickly becomes unstable within ten time steps. Note
that of these four limiters, PPM is the only one that can produce undershoots and overshoots for advected
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(a) N = 32, t = 1 (b) N = 64, t = 1
(c) N = 128, t = 1 (d) N = 256, t = 1
Figure 26: Initial condition/exact solution (---, red) and numerical solution (—, black) for convection of a high density droplet
with density ratio ρi/ρo = 10
6 and initial velocity up(x, 0). Consistent transport of mass and momentum is used for these
cases. PPM is used for advection of the level set and CUI limiters are used for mass and convective fluxes. (a) Grid size N = 32
at time t = 1. (b) Grid size N = 64 at time t = 1. (c) Grid size N = 128 at time t = 1. (d) Grid size N = 256 at time t = 1.
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(a) CUI limiter (b) M-Gamma limiter (c) FBICS limiter
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(d) Minimum density vs. time step
Figure 27: Initial condition/exact solution (---, red) and numerical solution (—, black) for convection of a high density droplet
with density ratio ρi/ρo = 10
6 and initial velocity up(x, 0). Consistent transport of mass and momentum is used for these
cases. PPM is used for advection of the level set and various limiters are used for mass and convective fluxes. The grid size is
N = 256 for all cases. (a) CUI limiter at time t = 1. (b) M-Gamma limiter at time t = 1. (c) FBICS limiter at time t = 1. (d)
Minimum density in the domain during the first eight simulation time steps.
quantities [69]. It is required that the density remain positive throughout the computation to obtain a
physically accurate solution. Fig. 27(d) shows the minimum updated density ρn+1 within each time step in
the domain over the first eight time steps. It is clear that the CBC satisfying limiters maintain physically
realistic minimum (maximum) densities whereas PPM generates undershoots (overshoots) that eventually
corrupt the simulation. Throughout the remainder of the simulation, the CBC satisfying limiters do not
undershoot the minimum or overshoot the maximum initial density (data not shown for overshoots).
Finally, we demonstrate that the consistent transport scheme produces stable results in three spatial
dimensions and with adaptive mesh refinement. Similar to the previous case, a dense bubble is placed in a
fully periodic computational domain Ω = [0, L]3 with L = 1, which is discretized by a two-level (` = 2) locally
refined grid with coarsest grid spacing ∆x0 = ∆y0 = ∆y0 = 1/64 and refinement ratio nref = 2. At the finest
level, the grid spacing is ∆xmin = ∆ymin = ∆zmin = 1/128. The radius of the bubble is R = 0.2L with initial
center position (X0, Y0, Z0) = (L/4, L/2, L/2). The density ratio between the bubble and the outer fluid is
again ρi/ρo = 10
6, and the viscosity is set to µ = 0 in the entire domain. The initial velocity up(x, 0) is again
set via density weighted projection, which is zero for the non-horizontal velocity components. Each case is
run until t = 1 with a constant time step size ∆t = 2∆x0/125. Coarse grid cells are tagged for refinement
where the local vorticity magnitude exceeds a relative threshold of 0.25, or where φ ≤ 2∆x0, which ensures
that the surface and interior of the bubble are always placed on the finest grid level. Fig. 28 shows evolution
of the bubble at three snapshots in time. The top row shows the case for inconsistent transport using the
non-conservative integrator, which quickly becomes unstable, as in the two-dimensional case. The bottom
row shows the case for consistent transport, which remains stable and exhibits similar distortion because of
numerical errors as the two dimensional case with a comparable spatial resolution.
7.4. Collapsing water column
This section demonstrates the importance of consistent mass and momentum transport to achieve stability
for air-water density ratios. A water column of initial height and width of a = 5.715× 10−2 m is placed in
a two-dimensional computational domain Ω = [7a, 1.75a] that is discretized using a 4N × N grid. No-slip
boundary conditions are imposed along ∂Ω. At the initial time, the bottom left corner of the water column
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(a) Inconsistent t = 0.0 (b) Inconsistent t = 0.5 (c) Inconsistent t = 0.6
(d) Consistent t = 0.0 (e) Consistent t = 0.5 (f) Consistent t = 1.0
Figure 28: Three-dimensional convection of a high density ratio droplet (blue)with density ratio ρi/ρo = 10
6 and initial velocity
up(x, 0). The coarse grid has grid spacing ∆x0 = ∆y0 = ∆y0 = 1/64, with each simulation using ` = 2 grid levels and
refinement ratio nref = 2. The coarse grid level is bounded by the red boxes, while the fine grid level is bounded by green
boxes. (a)-(c) Three snapshots in time for inconsistent transport of mass and momentum, which becomes unstable shortly after
t = 0.6. (d)-(f) Three snapshots in time for inconsistent transport of mass and momentum, which remains stable throughout
the simulation time.
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coincides with the bottom left corner of the computational domain. The density of water is ρl = 1000
kg/m3 , the density of air is ρg = 1.226 kg/m
3, the viscosity of water is µl = 1.137 × 10−3 kg · m/s, the
viscosity of air is µg = 1.78 × 10−5 kg · m/s, the surface tension coefficient is σ = 0.0728 N/m, and the
gravitational acceleration is g = 9.81 m/s2 (directed in the negative y-direction). Both fluids are initially
at rest. This problem has been studied numerically by Rezende et al. [70] and by Patel and Natarajan [25].
We also consider the analogous case in three spatial dimensions, in which a cubic water block with side
length a = 5.715 × 10−2 m is placed in a computational domain of size Ω = [7a, a, 1.75a] discretized by a
4N × 9N/16 ×N grid. In this case, gravity is directed in the negative z-direction. This problem has been
studied numerically by Gu et al. [71] and experimentally by Martin and Moyce [72]. For all of the following
cases, the density is set via the level set function at the beginning of each time step with one grid cell of
smearing (ncells = 1) on either side of the interface.
Using N = 128 and uniform time step ∆t = 1/(62.5N), we carry out the two-dimensional simulation
using both inconsistent and consistent mass and momentum transport. Fig. 29 shows the evolution of
the water column over time. Unphysical deformations and numerical instabilities plague the inconsistent
approach whereas the consistent transport remains stable and produces a physically accurate solution that
compares favorably to the experimental study [72]. To demonstrate the qualitative accuracy of the present
method in three dimensions, we carry out the three-dimensional simulation using consistent transport with
N = 64 (Fig. 30). The 3D case differs from the 2D case because that the water column makes contact with
an additional pair of walls. It is seen that the numerical solution is again physically reasonable and stable,
and that the three-dimensional results qualitatively agree with the two-dimensional simulation.
Finally, we quantitatively compare our results to those of other numerical and experimental studies. The
front position and height (nondimensionalized by a) of the water column is plotted against time (nondi-
mensionalized by
√
a/g) in Fig. 31. Excellent agreement is demonstrated between the present study and
previous works. We again emphasize that this test case demonstrates how vitally important consistent mass
and momentum transport is for stable simulation of practical multiphase flows, for which air-water density
ratios are ubiquitous.
7.5. Droplet splashing on thin liquid film
7.5.1. Two spatial dimensions
This section investigates the problem of a droplet splashing on a thin liquid film, which is representative
of real-world applications such as spray cooling [73] and inkjet printing [74]. A circular droplet of initial
diameter D = 1 is placed just above a liquid film in a two-dimensional computational domain of size
Ω = [0, 8D]× [0, 2D], which is discretized by an 4N ×N uniform grid with N = 400. The droplet has initial
downward velocity u(x, 0) = (0,−U), with U = 1, which is projected to produce a discretely divergence-
free initial condition. The droplet has initial center (X0, Y0) = (4D, 0.75D) and the liquid film has initial
height 0.2D. The boundary normal and tangential velocities are set to zero, imposing no-slip boundary
conditions on ∂Ω. The density ratio between the liquid droplet (or the film phase) and the surrounding gas
phase is ρl/ρg = 815, with ρg = 1. The Reynolds number based on the gas phase, Re = ρgUD/µg, is used
to determine the gas phase viscosity, and the viscosity ratio between liquid and gas is µl/µg = 55. The
Weber number based on the gas phase, We = ρgU
2D/σ = 0.126, is used to determine the surface tension
coefficient σ. Gravity is neglected for this particular problem, which, because of the high impact velocity, is
a convection and surface tension driven flow. Time is nondimensionalized as T = tU/D, and each case is run
until T = 1.5 with a constant time step size of ∆t = 1/(10N). The conservative discretization is used for all
cases considered here, but we found that the non-conservative discretization yields similar results (data not
shown). For all of the cases, the density is synchronized via the level set function at the beginning of each
time step with one grid cell of smearing (ncells = 1) on either side of the interface. Similar problems have
been studied numerically using the VOF methods by Coppola et al. [75] and by Patel and Natarajan [25],
and using a lattice Boltzmann method by Li et al. [76].
As a first test we consider Re = 6.6 (left panels in Fig. 32), which can be directly compared to the results
of Patel and Natarajan [25]. It is seen that the droplet merges into the liquid film and produces a thick,
symmetric liquid sheet upon impact. Because of the relatively low Reynolds number, no satellite droplets are
formed. The results are in excellent qualitative agreement with prior work [25], including resolution of the
gas entrapment by the droplet into the liquid film. A second test case is carried out at Re = 66 (right panels
in Fig. 32), which not only produces a splash with higher vertical reach than the lower Reynolds number
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(a) Inconsistent t = 0.0 s (b) Consistent t = 0.0 s
(c) Inconsistent t = 0.1 s (d) Consistent t = 0.1 s
(e) Inconsistent t = 0.2 s (f) Consistent t = 0.2 s
(g) Inconsistent t = 0.3 s (h) Consistent t = 0.3 s
Figure 29: Two dimensional evolution of the spreading water column with density ratio ρl/ρg = 815.66 and µl/µg = 63.88 at
four different time instances: (left) Inconsistent and (right) consistent transport of mass and momentum is used with grid size
512× 128.
(a) t = 0.0 s (b) t = 0.1 s
(c) t = 0.2 s (d) t = 0.3 s
Figure 30: Three dimensional evolution of the spreading water column with density ratio ρl/ρg = 815.66 and µl/µg = 63.88 at
four different time instances. Consistent transport of mass and momentum is used for this case with grid size 256× 36× 64.
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Figure 31: Temporal evolution of (a) dimensionless front position and (b) dimensionless height for the present 2D (—, black)
and 3D (×, red) consistent transport simulations, along with experimental data (•, blue) from Martin and Moyce [72], 3D
simulation data (, green) from Gu et al. [71], 2D simulation data (, grey) from Rezende et al. [70], and 2D simulation data
(H, yellow) from Patel and Natarajan [25].
case but also exhibits satellite droplets that break away from film. The results compare favorably to those
of Patel and Natarajan [25]. As described by Coppola et al. [75], the jet base location xJ can be computed
by averaging the x-position of the two neck points of the liquid sheet (see Fig. 33(a)). According to the
theoretical studies of Josserand and Zaleski [77] and Howison et al. [78], the normalized jet base location
(xJ −X0) /D should scale with the square root of dimensionless time (Ut/D)1/2. As shown in Fig.33(b),
our simulation shows excellent quantitative agreement with this power law. These cases demonstrate that
surface tension flows with complex merging dynamics are adequately simulated by the present numerical
scheme.
*
*
xJ
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(a) Re = 66, T = 0.2
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(b) Jet base location vs. time
Figure 33: (a) Location of the jet base xJ (•, red), which is the midpoint of the two neck points (∗, red) for the liquid sheet
(T = 0.2, Re = 66); (b) Temporal evolution of the dimensionless jet based location.
7.5.2. Three spatial dimensions
For our final case, we consider the problem of a three-dimensional droplet splashing on a thin liquid
film. Experimental and theoretical consideration [79, 80] of this particular problem has inspired numerous
numerical studies of this phenomena, including those of Nikolopoulos et al. [81, 82] and Manik et al. [83].
In particular, we follow a similar setup as described in [82]. A spherical droplet of initial diameter D0 = 1
is placed in a computational domain of size Ω = [0, L]3 = [0, 8D0]
3, which is discretized by a base uniform
grid of size N3 (with N = 20) and four grid levels ` = 4 with refinement ratio nref = 2. Hence at the
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(a) Re = 6.6, T = 0.2 (b) Re = 66, T = 0.2
(c) Re = 6.6, T = 0.5 (d) Re = 66, T = 0.5
(e) Re = 6.6, T = 0.7 (f) Re = 66, T = 0.7
(g) Re = 6.6, T = 1.0 (h) Re = 66, T = 1.0
(i) Re = 6.6, T = 1.5 (j) Re = 66, T = 1.5
Figure 32: Temporal evolution of the droplet splashing on a thin liquid film with density ratio ρl/ρg = 815 and µl/µg = 55 at
five different time instances with grid size 1600× 400: (left) Re = 6.6 and (right) Re = 66.
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finest level, the grid spacing is ∆xmin = ∆ymin = ∆zmin = 8/160. The domain is filled with a liquid
film of height a, with the dimensionless height set as a = a/D0 = 0.116 and the droplet has initial center
(X0, Y0, Z0) = (0.5L, 0.5L, 2.8D0). The density ratio between the liquid droplet (or the film phase) and
the surrounding gas phase is ρl/ρg = 1000, with ρl = 1000. The viscosity ratio between liquid and gas is
µl/µg = 40, with µl = 8.9 × 10−4. The droplet has initial downward velocity u(x, 0) = (0,−U0), which is
projected to produce a discretely divergence-free initial condition up(x, 0). The Reynolds number based on
the liquid phase, Re = ρlU0D0/µl = 11294, is used to specify the initial downward velocity. The Weber
number based on the liquid phase, We = ρlU
2
0D0/σ = 250, is used to specify the surface tension coefficient σ.
The Froude number, Fr = U20 /(ga) = 363, is used to specify the gravitational constant g. No-slip boundary
conditions are applied on all computational boundaries. A constant time step size of ∆t = 12.5∆xmin is
used, yielding an approximate initial CFL number of 0.125. The CFL number throughout the simulation
remains less than 0.5 for all time steps. The conservative discretization is used for this case. The density is
synchronized using the level set function at the beginning of each time step with one grid cell of smearing
(ncells = 1) on either side of the interface.
Time is made dimensionless via T = (t− ti)U0/D0. We again begin by demonstrating the importance of
using consistent transport of mass and momentum by attempting to run this case with the non-conservative
discretization. As seen in Fig. 34, the droplet undergoes significant (unphysical) deformation as it travels
towards the liquid film. As a result, a coherent lamella does not form, and we see unphysical impact
dynamics. In contrast, Fig. 35 shows the post-impact splashing dynamics of the liquid interface when this
case is simulated with the conservative and consistent integrator. As the droplet travels downwards, it
deforms because of the resistance from the gas phase. Upon impacting the liquid sheet at around ti = 218.75
(T = 0), the droplet is no longer a sphere. A lamella begins to emanate from the film and forms a secondary
ring thereafter. The ring eventually splits from the top of the lamella at around T = 3.5, which then further
disintegrates into smaller satellite droplets. The results are in very good qualitative agreement with [82],
with small dissimilarities in the formation of satellite droplets at later times. This can be attributed to the
differences in interface tracking methodology and computational set up of the problem.
We plot the dimensionless radial distance at the bottom of the rim (Rb/D0) and dimensionless height
of the lamella (al/D0) as a function of time in Fig. 36. The results for the present work compare favor-
ably to previous computational studies [81, 82, 83] that use the VOF method for interface tracking. This
case demonstrates that the complex surface tension and gravity driven splashing dynamics are accurately
simulated by the present (consistent) numerical scheme, even when significant adaptive mesh refinement is
used.
(a) T = −2.33 (b) T = 0.00 (c) T = 2.02
Figure 34: (a)-(c) Temporal evolution of the 3D droplet splashing on a thin liquid film with density ratio ρl/ρg = 1000
and µl/µg = 40 at three different time instances. Inconsistent transport of mass and momentum occurs while employing a
non-conservative momentum integrator. Contrast these results to those shown in Fig. 35, in which consistent transport is used.
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(a) T = 0.00 (b) T = 1.70
(c) T = 3.02 (d) T = 5.34
(e) T = 7.35 (f) Mesh refinement at T = 7.35
Figure 35: (a)-(e) Temporal evolution of the 3D droplet splashing on a thin liquid film with density ratio ρl/ρg = 1000 and
µl/µg = 40 at five different time instances. (f) Locations of the different refined mesh levels from coarsest to finest: red, green,
pink, orange. Consistent transport of mass and momentum is used for these cases. Unlike the results shown in Fig. 34, here we
observe a physical solution.
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Figure 36: Temporal evolution of (a) dimensionless bottom radius and (b) dimensionless lamella height for the present 3D (•,
red) simulations, along with 3D simulation data (, blue) from Nikolopoulos et al. 2005 [81], 3D simulation data (N, green)
from Nikolopoulos et al. 2007 [81], and 3D simulation data (, grey) from Manik et al. [83].
8. Conclusions
This study extended the monolithic variable-coefficient incompressible Navier-Stokes solver of Cai et
al. [29] and used it for practical high density ratio and high shear multiphase flow applications. We demon-
strated that our solver yields second-order convergence in a variety of conditions where analytic solutions
are available, including with nontrivial physical boundary conditions, both on uniform and on locally refined
computational grids. Further, we demonstrated the importance of consistent mass and momentum transport
to maintain numerical stability for convection-dominated high density ratio flows. Achieving consistency be-
tween mass and momentum transport also necessitates the use of the conservative form of the momentum
equation.
The projection preconditioner described here, and by Griffith [28] and Cai et al. [29], has several distinct
advantages over the projection method solver. For variable-coefficient operators, there is an unavoidable
commutator error that is associated with using the projection method as a solver. By considering the coupled
velocity-pressure Stokes system, we avoid this source of error. Moreover, operator splitting approaches
require the specification of artificial boundary conditions for the velocity and pressure fields. These affect
the overall solution accuracy of the projection method solver, but only affect the convergence rate of the
projection method preconditioner. Finally, we again emphasize that the using the projection method as a
preconditioner to the coupled Stokes system is no less efficient than using it as a solver.
We also demonstrated that the solver has scalable convergence properties at both low and high Reynolds
numbers and for high density and viscosity ratios. In our numerical experiments, we have seen that a number
of factors can affect the convergence of the FGMRES solver. Generally speaking, smoother problems (i.e.,
that use more grid cells of interface smearing) allow for more rapid linear solver convergence than problems
with sharp interfaces. Additionally, harmonic averaging of material properties leads to fewer iterations than
simple arithmetic averaging. We also see that larger Reynolds numbers requires fewer iterations whereas
smaller Reynolds numbers requires more iterations. Finally, the subdomain solvers can be further optimized
for higher or lower (than air-water combination) density and viscosity ratios by tweaking sub, or by using
stronger Krylov subdomain solvers or multigrid preconditioners.
A key contribution of this paper is that it extends the first-order conservative discretization algorithm
of Desjardins and Moureau [20] and Ghods and Hermann [21] to a second-order accurate scheme. This is
achieved here by using a SSP-RK3 time integrator for integrating the mass balance equation and employing
higher-order CBC and TVD satisfying limiters. Our implementation also allows for the use of a forward
Euler or SSP-RK2 integrator for the mass balance equation, although we have found that these can become
numerically unstable for high density ratio and convection dominated flows. In fact, Appendix D demon-
strates that we revert to a first-order accurate solution by switching to the forward Euler mass integrator
and upwind limiter as done originally in [20] and [21]. Compatibility between mass and momentum trans-
port is achieved at a discrete level by using the same mass flux in both the density evolution equation and
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the momentum equation. The consistent discretization is also shown to be well-balanced with respect to
the pressure gradient force and the gravitational and surface tension forces. By coupling this robust fluid
solver with a level-set approach to interface tracking, we enable the simulation of complex multiphase flows
such as spreading, merging, and splashing dynamics. We also demonstrated that level set function can be
advected independently of the fluid solver, and can use a different (and possibly a non-CBC satisfying) con-
vective limiter without affecting the overall stability of the scheme. Furthermore, we note that the present
consistent mass and momentum update scheme remains stable even when conventional projection method
solvers [55, 56] are used [84].
The present numerical method can be easily extended to allow for fluid-structure interaction in presence
of multiple phases. In particular, future work involving the coupling between this solver and a constraint-
based immersed boundary method (CIB) [85, 86] is already underway. In addition to this, the treatment of
the viscous term described here allows for an implicit treatment of eddy viscosity, which is a key ingredient
to turbulence modeling using both RANS and LES formulations [87, 88, 89]. Integrating this solver with
CIB and turbulence modeling will enable simulation of many important industrial and engineering applica-
tions, including high inertia vehicles, wave-energy converter devices, and windmills. Finally, efforts are also
underway to compute initial distance functions from CAD and STL files directly. This will allow complex
geometries to be represented on Cartesian grids and further enhance our level set based solvers for realistic
applications.
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A. Discretization of the viscous term in three spatial dimensions
The numerical treatment of the strain rate tensor∇· [µ (∇u +∇uT )] in three spatial dimensions warrants
additional discussion. For the velocity field u(x, t) = (u(x, t), v(x, t), w(x, t)), the continuous strain rate
tensor form of the viscous term is
∇ · [µ (∇u +∇uT )] =

2 ∂∂x
(
µ∂u∂x
)
+ ∂∂y
(
µ∂u∂y + µ
∂v
∂x
)
+ ∂∂z
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)
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µ∂v∂y
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+ ∂∂x
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+ ∂∂z
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µ∂v∂z + µ
∂w
∂y
)
2 ∂∂z
(
µ∂w∂z
)
+ ∂∂x
(
µ∂w∂x + µ
∂u
∂z
)
+ ∂∂y
(
µ∂w∂y + µ
∂v
∂z
)
 , (A.1)
which leads to a discretization of the form
Lµu =
 (Lµu)
x
i− 12 ,j,k
(Lµu)
y
i,j− 12 ,k
(Lµu)
z
i,j,k− 12
 . (A.2)
The two-dimensional discretization scheme required viscosity on both Cartesian cell centers, where ∂u∂x and
∂v
∂y are naturally approximated, and nodes, where
∂u
∂y and
∂v
∂x are naturally approximated. In three spatial
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Figure A.37: Two adjacent 3D staggered grid cells on which the viscous component (Lµu)x
i− 1
2
,j,k
is computed on a particular
face (×, red) using velocity derivatives and viscosity on cell centers (•, black), xy-edges (H, orange), and xz-edges (N, green).
The yz-edges (, blue) are not used in the computation of (Lµu)x
i− 1
2
,j,k
, but would be required to compute (Lµu)
y
i,j− 1
2
,k
and
(Lµu)z
i,j,k− 1
2
dimensions, the off-diagonal components of
[
µ
(∇u +∇uT )] are naturally defined on the edges of the grid
cells, (
µ
∂u
∂y
+ µ
∂v
∂x
)
i− 12 ,j− 12 ,k
= µi− 12 ,j− 12 ,k
(
ui− 12 ,j,k − ui− 12 ,j−1,k
∆y
+
vi,j− 12 ,k − vi−1,j− 12 ,k
∆x
)
, (A.3)(
µ
∂u
∂z
+ µ
∂w
∂x
)
i− 12 ,j,k− 12
= µi− 12 ,j,k− 12
(
ui− 12 ,j,k − ui− 12 ,j,k−1
∆z
+
wi,j,k− 12 − wi−1,j,k− 12
∆x
)
, (A.4)(
µ
∂v
∂z
+ µ
∂w
∂y
)
i,j− 12 ,k− 12
= µi,j− 12 ,k− 12
(
vi,j− 12 ,k − vi,j− 12 ,k−1
∆z
+
wi,j,k− 12 − wi,j−1,k− 12
∆y
)
. (A.5)
Fig. A.37 shows the location of these xy-, xz-, and yz-edges. The full discretization of the x-component of
the strain rate tensor reads,
(Lµu)
x
i− 12 ,j,k =
2
∆x
[
µi,j,k
ui+ 12 ,j,k − ui− 12 ,j,k
∆x
− µi−1,j,k
ui− 12 ,j,k − ui− 32 ,j,k
∆x
]
+
1
∆y
[
µi− 12 ,j+ 12 ,k
ui− 12 ,j+1,k − ui− 12 ,j,k
∆y
− µi− 12 ,j− 12 ,k
ui− 12 ,j,k − ui− 12 ,j−1,k
∆y
]
+
1
∆y
[
µi− 12 ,j+ 12 ,k
vi,j+ 12 ,k − vi−1,j+ 12 ,k
∆x
− µi− 12 ,j− 12 ,k
vi,j− 12 ,k − vi−1,j− 12 ,k
∆x
]
+
1
∆z
[
µi− 12 ,j,k+ 12
ui− 12 ,j,k+1 − ui− 12 ,j,k
∆z
− µi− 12 ,j,k− 12
ui− 12 ,j,k − ui− 12 ,j,k−1
∆z
]
+
1
∆z
[
µi− 12 ,j,k+ 12
wi,j,k+ 12 − wi−1,j,k+ 12
∆x
− µi− 12 ,j,k− 12
wi,j,k− 12 − wi−1,j,k− 12
∆x
]
, (A.6)
which again uses cell centered viscosities and requires approximations to the viscosity on edges. The edge
viscosities can be computed using arithmetic or harmonic averages of cell centered values, i.e., µi− 12 ,j− 12 ,k
would be computed from µi−1,j−1,k, µi,j−1,k, µi−1,j,k, and µi,j,k. Approximations to the remaining compo-
nents in Eq. (A.2) can be determined analogously. The other spatial discretizations described in Section 3
can be straightforwardly extended to three dimensions.
To complete our discussion, we consider the following manufactured solution in three spatial dimensions
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Figure A.38: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of grid size N for the 3D non-conservative manufactured solution
with specified normal velocity and tangential traction (vel-tra) boundary conditions: (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence
rate for p.
for the non-conservative set of equations,
u(x, t) = 2pi cos(2pix) sin(2piz) cos(2pit− 2piy), (A.7)
v(x, t) = −2pi sin(2pix) cos(2piz) sin(2pit− 2piy), (A.8)
w(x, t) = pi sin(2pix) cos(2pit− 2piy)(−2 sin(2piz)− 2 cos(2piz)), (A.9)
p(x, t) = 2pi sin(2pit− 2pix) cos(2pit− 2piy) sin(2pit− 2piz), (A.10)
together with time-independent density and viscosity fields of the form
ρ(x) = ρ0 +
ρ1
2
(
tanh
(
0.1 −√(x− 0.5)2 + (y − 0.5)2 + (z − 0.5)2
δ
)
+ 1
)
, (A.11)
µ(x) = µ0 + µ1 + µ1 sin(2pix) cos(2piy) sin(2piz). (A.12)
The variations in density and viscosity are set to be similar to that of air and water: ρ0 = 1, ρ1 = −ρ0 + 103,
µ0 = 10
−4, and µ1 = −µ0 + 10−2. The computational domain is the unit square Ω = [0, L]2 = [0, 1]2, which
is discretized by N grid cells in each direction. The smoothing parameter is set to δ = 0.05L. The maximum
velocities in the domain for this manufactured solution are O(1), hence a relevant time scale is L/U with
U = 1. Errors in the velocity and pressure are computed at time T = tU/L = 0.1 with a uniform time
step ∆t = 1/(31.25N), which yields an approximate CFL number of 0.3. A relative convergence tolerance
of Stokes = 10
−12 is specified for the FGMRES solver. We impose periodic boundary conditions in the x-
and z-direction and consider normal velocity and tangential traction boundary conditions in the y-direction
(vel-tra). Fig. A.38 shows the L1 and L∞ errors for velocity and pressure as a function of grid size. Second-
order convergence rates are achieved for both velocity and pressure in both norms, which demonstrates that
the solver is maintaining the expected order of accuracy in three spatial dimensions.
B. Physical boundary conditions
This section details the physical boundary condition treatment used in this work. The treatment of
physical boundary conditions has been described in detail by Griffith for the constant-coefficient case [28],
although we note that the imposition of normal traction boundary conditions used in this work differs slightly.
We follow the same strategy as in Griffith [28] and restrict our attention to the vicinity of a single grid cell
(N − 1, j), 0 ≤ j < N on the right side of the physical domain (Fig. B.39). The treatment along other
physical domain boundaries and in three dimensions is analogous.
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Figure B.39: The velocity, pressure, and viscosity degrees of freedom in the vicinity of cell (N−1, j) required to enforce physical
boundary conditions. Interior and boundary values are colored in black, and ghost values are colored in grey.
B.1. Scalar boundary conditions
For the scalar fields, namely density ρ, viscosity µ, and the signed distance function φ, we restrict our
attention to homogenous Neumann boundary conditions. For a given scalar field ψ, the boundary condition
is
∂ψ
∂x
(
xN− 12 , t
)
= 0, (B.1)
which is imposed using the standard ghost value treatment [41],
ψnN,j = ψ
n
N−1,j . (B.2)
In cases where nG > 1 ghost cell values are required for ψ, the condition is imposed by setting the k
th ghost
cell with the kth interior value, i.e., ψN+k−1 = ψN−k for k = 1, . . . , nG.
B.2. Fluid boundary conditions
Considering the right domain boundary once again, the outward unit normal is n = (1, 0), and the unit
tangent vector is τ = (0, 1). The viscous stress tensor for an incompressible fluid is
σ = −pI + µ [∇u +∇uT ] . (B.3)
Following Griffith [28], four types of physical boundary conditions for u and σ are considered in this work:
1. The normal velocity is prescribed at face xN− 12 ,j :
Suppose that the normal velocity at position xN− 12 ,j is given by u
norm
N− 12 ,j
(t). The treatment of this
boundary condition is straightforward because we can simply set
unN− 12 ,j = u
norm
N− 12 ,j (t
n) . (B.4)
As in Griffith [28], no ghost values are required for pN,j or uN+ 12 ,j , nor may any pressure condition be
prescribed at this boundary.
2. The tangential velocity is prescribed at node xN− 12 ,j− 12 :
Suppose that the tangential velocity at position xN− 12 ,j− 12 is given by v
tan
N− 12 ,j− 12
(t). This boundary
condition is imposed via a linear fit of the prescribed velocity and the closest internal value,
vnN,j− 12 = 2v
tan
N− 12 ,j− 12 (t
n)− vnN−1,j− 12 . (B.5)
3. The tangential traction is prescribed at node xN− 12 ,j− 12 :
Suppose that the tangential traction, (τ · σ · n) = µ
(
∂v
∂x +
∂u
∂y
)
, is given by F tan
N− 12 ,j− 12
(t). In contrast
with prior work [28], the spatially varying viscosity must be treated when imposing this boundary
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condition. Writing out a second-order finite difference approximation to this boundary condition at
time tn yields
µnN− 12 ,j− 12
(
vn
N,j− 12
− vn
N−1,j− 12
∆x
+
un
N− 12 ,j
− un
N− 12 ,j−1
∆y
)
= F tanN− 12 ,j− 12 (t
n), (B.6)
which is an expression for the ghost velocity vn
N,j− 12
in terms of the interior values. Note that in the
above expression the node-centered viscosity value is needed, which is already being computed and
used for the discretization of the viscous operator (Eqs. (17) and (18)).
4. The normal traction is prescribed at face xN− 12 ,j :
Suppose that the normal traction, (n ·σ ·n) = −p+ 2µ∂u∂x , is given by F normN− 12 ,j(t). Again, the spatially
varying viscosity must be handled when imposing this boundary condition. This boundary condition
requires ghost values uN+ 12 ,j and pN,j to be set, which implies a second condition must be enforced in
order to uniquely specify these values. As in prior work [28], we enforce the divergence-free condition
∇ ·u(xN,j , t) = 0 in the ghost cell surrounding xN,j . A second-order finite difference approximation to
this condition at time tn is
un
N+ 12 ,j
− un
N− 12 ,j
∆x
+
vn
N,j+ 12
− vn
N,j− 12
∆y
= 0, (B.7)
which yields
unN+ 12 ,j
= unN− 12 ,j −
∆x
∆y
(
vnN,j+ 12
− vnN,j− 12
)
. (B.8)
Now that we have obtained the ghost value uN+ 12 ,j , we can write out the finite difference approximation
to the traction boundary condition,
−p
n+ 12
N,j + p
n+ 12
N−1,j
2
+µ
n+ 12
N− 12 ,j
3unN− 12 ,j − 4unN− 32 ,j + unN− 52 ,j
2∆x
+
3un+1
N− 12 ,j
− 4un+1
N− 32 ,j
+ un+1
N− 52 ,j
2∆x
 = F normN− 12 ,j(tn+ 12 ),
(B.9)
in which we have used a one-sided second-order finite difference approximation to ∂u∂x at xN− 12 ,j . The
viscosity on the face µ
n+ 12
N− 12 ,j
is computed using an arithmetic or harmonic average of the viscosity in
the neighboring cells µ
n+ 12
N−1,j and µ
n+ 12
N,j . Rearranging Eq. (B.9) yields an expression for the desired
ghost value for pressure p
n+ 12
N,j based on interior values.
We note that the numerical imposition of the normal traction boundary condition using (one-sided)
second-order derivative here differs from the one-sided first-order approximation to ∂u∂x at xN− 12 ,j previously
used by Griffith [28].
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C. Conservative form: Smooth density profile evolution
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Figure C.40: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of grid size N for the conservative manufactured solution
with specified normal velocity and normal velocity boundary conditions on all boundaries, and smooth density profile given by
Eq. (C.1). In these cases, the density ρ is not reset between time steps. (a) convergence rate for u; (b) convergence rate for p;
(c) convergence rate for ρ.
In Sec. 6.3, we note that the C0 spatial continuity of the manufactured solution density field can lead to
reductions in the pointwise convergence rate. This section demonstrates that using the smooth density field,
ρ(x, t) = 2 + x cos(sin(t)) + y sin(sin(t)), (C.1)
yields second-order pointwise convergence rates for u, p, and ρ. The same velocity (Eqs. (77)–(78)), pressure
(Eq. (79)), and viscosity (Eq. (81)) fields are used to produce the desired forcing term. Note that this
density field also satisfies the conservative mass balance equation (3). For all physical boundaries, specified
normal velocity and tangential velocity boundary conditions are used. The domain Ω = [−L,L] = [−1, 1]2
is discretized by an N ×N grid. The maximum velocities in the domain for this manufactured solution are
O(1), hence a relevant time scale is L/U with U = 1. Errors in the velocity and pressure are computed at
time T = tU/L = 0.6 with a uniform time step size ∆t = 1/(1.042N), which yields an approximate CFL
number of 0.5. A relative convergence tolerance of Stokes = 10
−12 is specified for the FGMRES solver. For
these cases, density is evolved and not reset between time steps. Fig. C.40 shows the L1 and L∞ errors for
velocity, pressure, and density as a function of grid size. Second-order convergence rates are achieved for
velocity, pressure, and density in both norms.
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D. First-order density update scheme
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Figure D.41: L1 (, blue) and L∞ (•, red) errors as a function of grid size N for the conservative manufactured solution
with specified normal velocity and normal velocity boundary conditions on all boundaries, and smooth density profile given
by Eq. (C.1). In these cases, the density ρ is not reset between time steps. Forward Euler timestepping is used to update ρ,
while an upwind scheme is used to approximate ρlim on the faces of the shifted control volumes. (a) convergence rate for u; (b)
convergence rate for p; (c) convergence rate for ρ.
Here, we demonstrate the importance of the SSP-RK3 and CUI limited density update for maintaining
second-order convergence rates. Using the same manufactured solution of Appendix C, we instead use
forward Euler timestepping for the density update and an first-order upwind scheme to approximate the
shifted control volume density ρlim. We still use CUI to approximate the shifted control volume velocity
ulim for the convective derivative. A similar scheme was considered in [20]. Fig. D.41 shows that first order
convergence rates are obtained not only for the density field, but also for pressure and velocity. Therefore,
the additional complexity of the primary discretization scheme is justified.
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